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Law officers support weapons bill
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Delk nets 28
as 'Cats rout
S. Carolina
Page 8

One of the more hotly debated
issues slated to be heard by this
session of the Kentucky General
Assembly is a bill allowing Kentuckians to carry concealed
firearms.
Local law enforcement officials say they support passage of
the bill.
"I see no problem with this
legislation," said Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott. "Kentucky
has always been one of the more
lenient states as far as gun laws
are concerned."
Murray Police Chief David
Smith echoed Scott, saying the
bill is a positive measure. He

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hundreds of research labs are
closed or working at half
speed. A supercomputer is
idled at a cost of $30,000 a
week. And health workers are
uncertain whether the nation's
flu vaccine will be ready for
next fall.
Waves of disorder and confusion from the partial federal
government shutdown are
beginning to sweep across
America's scientific community.
Some experts say the damage
already done may take months
to repair.

Memo points
finger at
first lady
WASHINGTON (AP) — Contradicting the previous portrayal
of Hillary Rodham Clinton's
role, a presidential aide's
memo says the first lady was
the unseen hand triggering the
White House travel Alice firings after she conferred with
Hollywood producer Harry
Thomason.
The .1993 draft memo by
David Watkins surfaced Wednesday night from White House
files, nearly three years after
the travel office flap and eight
months after the House Government Reform and Oversight
Committee began demanding
that the Clinton administration
turn over files on the
controversy.

WEATHER
Today...Cloudy with a good
chance of light snow. High
around 35. Southeast wind 10
to 15 mph. Chance of snow 50
percent.
Tonight...Cloudy with a 30
percent chance of light snow.
Low 25 to 30. Southwest wind
5 to 10 mph becoming north.
Friday...Considerable
cloudiness. High in the lower
30s.
LAKE LEVELS
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believes the number of gunrelated incidents will not increase
as a result of people carrying
concealed weapons.
"From an officer-safety stand-

"I have not ken a decrease in
crime, but I've not seen an
increase either," said Henry
County Sheriff Leon Williams.
Kentucky's current laws state
that a person must carry a firearm
within full view of others. Recen-

Stan Scott
(Calloway sheriff)
tly, the state amended the law by
allowing a firearm to be kept in
the glove box of a vehicle.
The current bill before the

*Apply for the permit at the
local sheriff's office and pay a
$25 processing fee.
Application information will
be passed on to the Kentucky
State Police for approval or

•See Page 2
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Fire sweeps
through marina
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Two people were injured in a
dock fire at a marina on Kentucky Lake that damaged or destroyed
22 boats.
Brian Harris and Courtney
Crippen escaped from the 57-foot
houseboat they shared, but they
received burns on their hands and
suffered from hypothermia after
they jumped into the 40-degree
water of Kentucky Lake and
swam to another dock. Harris, 23,
and Crippen, 20, were treated at
Marshall County Hospital and
released. No one else was
injured.
Moors Marina houses - 150
boats at three piers. Dock B,
where the fire broke out about
8:30 a.m. CST Wednesday, had
60 boats, but several were
moved, and firefighters were able

to keep the blaze from spreading
to others.
The cause of the fire had not
been determined late Wednesday,
but state Fire Marshal Eddie
Clark said there was no indication of arson.
Clark said the Tennessee Valley Authority, which oversees
Kentucky Lake, eventually will
require that six boats that sank be
raised. "When we see what kind
of damage there is, if we are
lucky, we can tell what happened." He said raising all the
boats could take weeks.
After the fire was brought
under control, the marina hired
Contractors Environmental
Equipment Co. to lay booms to
prevent fuel and debris from con-

•See Page 2
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MCCH honors
local doctors
In appreciation of their devoted
service, eight Murray-Calloway
County Hospital physicians were
recently honored at a service awards
banquet at the Murray Country
Club. Honored with awards for theil
45 years of service were Dr. James
C. Hart, Sr., and Dr. Conrad Jones.
Hart is retired and is still associated with MCCH by being a
member of MCCH's Honorary
Medical Staff. Jones is the senior
OB/GYN- at Murray Woman's
Clinic.
Hart and his sons, Jim, Jr. and
Bill, established a strong ophthalmology practice years ago.The Hart
family has provided four generations of physicians to Murray and
Calloway Cdunty. Three of Hart's
ancestors were among the physicians that established the orginal
Calloway County Medical Society.
Hart is a Murray State graduate
and earned his medical degree from
the University of Louisville. He
served one-year residencies at

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Brawling and bargaining by
turns, President Clinton and
Republican congressional leaders
are struggling to make progress
toward a balanced budget while
blaming each other for a partial
government shutdown that has
iaconvenienced millions.

Jones' father, Dr. Cody Jones,
was a family physician in the Lynn
Grove area many, many years ago.
Dr. Conrad Jones has delivered, or
assisted in delivering, more than
lo,No babies. One of the deliveries
occigred when he was in the Army,
stationed at West Point. The baby
was the granddaughter of then-U,S.
General Dwight Eisenhower!
As a graduate of Murray State,
Jones earned his medical degree
from the University of Louisville.
Prior to joining the MCCH medical
staff in 1950, he had one-year

•See Page 2

to shut the government down to
get their way on budget and tax
issues," Clinton said at the White
House on Wednesday a few hours
after House Republicans blocked
an effort to end the shutdown,
now in its 20th day.
"This has never been done
before. It is not a natural disasttr.
It is an unnatural disaster borne
of a cynical political strategy,"

•See Page 2
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Louisville City Hospital and at
Duke University. He served Murray
as an eye, ear, nose, and throat
physician the first few years he
practiced. In 1954, he furthered his
training in ophthalmology by attending Harvard University Medical School and the Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Institute.

After jabs, Clinton,
GOP set another meeting

The disruption "is part of an
explicit strategy by Republicans

-.3111.411110111111611,1011110‘011ssI

David Smith
(Murray police chief)

a criminal
thinks that a person might be carrying a gun on
them, it might
make them think
twice before trying
something."

General Assembly has several
criteria for potential applicants.
A person applying for a permit
must:
•Be at least 21 years old and a
resident of Kentucky.
*Be able to show documentation of having at least 10 hours of
approved gun safety courses.
oNot have been convicted of a
felony or institutionalized for any
mental disorder.

Devastating Blaze

NATIONAL

Scientists feel
pressure of
budget saga

"Law enforcement officers are
already trained to
consider everyone
as possibly carrying
a deadly weapon."

point, I don't think it will pose
any more of a danger than
already exists," Smith said. "Law
enforcement officers are already
trained to consider everyone as
possibly carrying a deadly
weapon."
Currently, 28 states allow residents to carry guns or other deadly weapons anywhere on their
bodies or vehicles.
Tennessee passed the law in
1994.

Winter brings cold
temperatures, snow
and ice, yet it also
signifies dark-fired
tobacco stripping
time in Calloway
County. Clockwise
from top: Ted
Darnell loads some
of his seven acres
onto his flatbed
truck prior to stripping. In another
part of the county,
Scott Gladen strips
leaves from a stalk.
The stalks are then
piled and tied for
disposal.

Gov. Patton makes no
promises to universities
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton made only some
vague promises about extra
money during a lengthy private
meeting with university
presidents.
Patton said he repeated his
promise that he would propose a
3 percent increase in higher education funding in the budget he
has to present to the General
Assembly by Jan. 24. That would
roughly keep his promise to offer
, budgets for all of education that
keep up with inflation.
But Patton held out some hope
for the future.
. Patton said he expects to offer
....

- •

••
a bare budget to the, legislature
for the coming two fiscal years
that start July 1. But he also
intends to call a special session in
January 1997 and reopen the
entire budget for the fiscal year
that begins July 1, 1997.
"I expect to have new, unobligated money that will be available on a recurring basis for
higher. education," Patton said
after a 90-minute meeting
Wednesday.
The Council on Higher Education has asked for funding
increases of more than 8 percent
in the first year of the coming
budget and nearly 10 percent the
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following year for the budget that
is now more than $700 million.
Patton was even less specific
on the touchy topic of how universities, community colleges and
the state's postsecondary vocational education programs should
be administered.
Patton has had some strong
words for higher education about
getting its house in order, including a lengthy section of his inaugural speech.
But other than some vague
strengthening of the council, Patton said he, made no commitments on governance.'I'm open
on that subject," be said after the
meeting.
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FROM PAGE 1
denial.
This ‘section of the bill has
come under fire from officials at
the local level.
"I think the local sheriff's
offices should conduct the (background) checks and have the
power to approve or deny the
application," Williams said.
Williams said he feels local
officiats,;:ve better knowledge
ple applying for the
of the
permits than state agencies do.
"In Tennessee, the local officials do the checks. We turn
down about 20 percent of the
people who apply for the permits.
"I think local deputies know
the citizens better and have a better knowledge of their background. By the time I conduct my

•Doctors...

we.

•Officers...

background checks, I know more
about the applicant than they
want me to know," Williams
said.
"I just think it will create a
monster of paperwork for the
state police," Scott said.
Scou said his office deals with
people every day who ask about
the laws concerning weapons and
the use of deadly force.
"In most of the gun safety
courses, people are taught what
the laws are concerning the use
of deadly force. This has to be an
improvement from what we have
now.

the bill will cause more gunrelated incidents between citizens
and put law enforcement officials
at a greater risk. Neither Scou
nor Smith see this as an issue.
"I don't see this as a crisis like
some people do. I have no fear of
law-abiding citizens concealing
weapons," Smith said.
"It's never been proven in any
country that gun laws deter someone intent on getting a firearm
from obtaining one," he said.
Scott made a reference to a
small town in Georgia which
requires every ablebodied citizen,
21 years or older, to carry a gun.
"Their crime rate is almost
nothing. When they passed that
law, the murder rate went to
almost nothing," he said. "Florida
enacted this law several years ago
and I have seen no reports to
indicate that their crime rate has
gone up as a result of the laws."
Scott said he and his deputies
deal with citizens every day who
break the law by arming
themselves.
"For the most part, these are
law-abiding citizens who break
the law because they're scared. If

"People call my office every
day asking about those laws
because they don't know what is
legal and what is not," Scott said.
Critics of the legislation say
A

t.° Have A Healthy
New Year!
o
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.15% Cash Discount
PCS •Mediment
On All Prescriptions •BC-BS Paid State Aid
•Computerized Records •Health & Beauty items
Pree Prescription Delivery

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

•Clinton...

753-1462

The Kentucky Department of Fish &
Wildlife currently has openings for agents in
Calloway County to sell sport hunting and
fishing licenses. If you are interested in
applying for agent status please request an
agent application form by writing to the
following address:

Kentucky Department of Fish
& Wildlife
#1 Game Farm Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Attn: Jeff Kays
The deadline
for requesting an application form
is January 8, 1996, 4:30 p.m. EST.

FROM PAGE 1
the president said.
Republicans retorted that Clinton must bear the blame, noting
that he has vetoed legislation that
would have ended the furloughs
for many of the 280,000 out of
work and the hundreds of thousands more laboring without pay.
"The president of the United
States is as much to blame for the
closure of the government as the
Republicans, House or Senate,"
said Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee.
Domenici said Clinton has
been cynical himself, having thus
far failed to advance a balanced
budget of his own, even though
he continuously "pounds Republicans" for what they would do
to restrain spending.
Despite the sharp rhetoric,
Clinton sat down as scheduled
-later in the afternoon with Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole,

Uniden• bag
phone for

FREE

INVENTORY CLEARANCE/
BLOWOUT SALE

this legislation passes, it will
bring a lot of them back on the FROM PAGE 1
right side of the law.
residencies at St. Louis' Missouri
"I think the media creates the
Baptist Hospital, William Beaummyth that there will be shootouts
Army Medical Center in El
ont
on every corner and people will
Texas, and the U.S. Military
Paso,
start settling things with guns.
at West Point, N.Y.
Academy
"That's just not the case. If the
for their years of
honored
Also
background checks are done
were:
service
who
properly, the people
Dr. Gary Marquardt, Family
shouldn't have guns won't get
- 25 years
Practice
them," Scott said. "A person
Stout, Allergy - 25
Richard
Dr.
as
easily
could use a knife just as
years
a gun and I'd rather be shot than
Dr. Raymond Charette, Orsubbed."
encourSurgeon - 15 years
thopedic
doesn't
Smith said he
Miller, Internal MediDr.
Dan
weapons
carry
to
peopte
age
cine -- 15 years
whether concealed or not if they
Dr. Casey Hines, Radiology - 5
are not properly trained in handyears
legal
the
and
weapon
the
ling
Dr. Nassir Saghafi, Radiation
ramifications of using it.
- 5 years.
Oncology
"Citizens don't pose a threat to
to all these physicians,
tribute
In
a
pose
criminals
but
anybody,
MCCH is making a total donation of
threat to everybody and it's been
$3,500 in their names to the MCCH
proven that a criminal can get a
Medical Staff Scholarship at MSU.
weapon if he really wants one,"
The scholarship fund benefits
Smith said.
and senior pre-med students
junior
criminal
"Think about it, if a
and was first established in fall of
thinks that a person might be car1989. The interest generated from
rying a gun on them, it might
fund serves as available dollars
the
before
make them think twice
for scholarships. Students from the
trying something," Scou said.
Purchase Area have priority for the
scholarships.
In the fall of 1995, recipients of
the scholarships were Deanna
McReynolds and Mau Price.
McReynolds, a Logan County
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
graduate, received a $750
High
leaders.
and other congressional
scholarship. She is a senior biology
One Democrat, speaking on
student at MSU where she is active
condition of anonymity, said tax
in the Baptist Student Union. She
cuts came up for review, includspent the summer of 1994 as a
ing possible deferral of a GOP
member of a medical missions team
plan for a capital gains reduction
to Brazil.
effective Jan. 1, 1995. Clinton's
Price, a Calloway County High
proposal to condition some tax
graduate, received a $500 scholarcuts on a strong economy also
ship. He is a junior biology student
was discussed, according to this
ar MSU where he has held office in
official, who said no decisions
were made.
Taxes aside, the two sides were
still at odds on subjects such as
Medicare, Medicaid, education
and welfare, although White FROM PAGE 1
House spokesman Mike McCurry
main lake.
said there was continued taminating the
Mark Wood
co-owner
Marina
progress.
to the
damage
that
estimated
expected
were
talks
And while
substantial.
be
will
alone
dock
to resume today, White House
"You're talking about 16 covofficials cautioned against any
agreement.
swift
a
of
expectation
The budget impasse has been
building for months, and the
20-day partial shutdown is by far
the longest in history. Clinton
used his brief appearance before
reporters to detail some of the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
repercussions.
Schoolchildren in almost half of
Kentucky's counties enjoyed a
"This week, the Meals on
day off, but the state again
Wheels program for senior citimissed the brunt of a winter
zens will run out of money," he
storm that blanketed areas to the
said. "Half the Head Start prognorth.
rams in the country will run out
Still, Kentuckians from Henof money within the month. The derson in the west to the CincinCenters for Disease Control
nati suburbs in northern Kentucktracking system cannot accurately
y were digging out from snow
keep up with the flu outbreak in
Wednesday.
the Midwest. ... It is long past
As much as 5 inches was
time to reopen the government."
reported in parts of Henderson
Kentucky
Policy-makers for the federal County while northern
top of a
on
inches
2
about
got
judiciary said there's enough
ice.
of
coating
at
money to keep courts operating
There were relatively few trafffull strength for about two weeks
accidents across the state,
ic
unless Congress provides more
the winter weather, and
despite
money.
police were attributing it to the

DR. JAMES C. HART, SR.

DR. CONRAD JONES
the MSU pre-med club and volunteers to assist in biology labs. He has
been a recipient of the John W.Carr
Award from MSU for excellence in
leadership.

II Fire...

ered slips, and you're talking
$15,000 apiece," he said.
Although it's much too early to
estimate the loss in boats, Wood
said those damaged and destroyed were the largest boats at the
marina.

Kentucky misses
brunt of storm
school closings.
"There was a lot less traffic
this morning," said Kentucky
State Police spokesman Larry
Abel in Henderson. "The schools
are closed around here, and people are getting the message that
unless it's necessary, they don't
'want to be out."
The snow also caused problems for rush-hour commuters on
Interstate 75 in northern Kentucky on Wednesday morning. A
southbound tractor-trailer hit a
retaining wall and jackknifed
shortly after 6 a.m. EST. Two
lanes of the highway were closed
for a time. No serious injuries
were reported.
State and county road-crews
worked through the night to clear
main roads across the state.
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Manufacturer looks at Graves County
Graves County moved one step
closer today to beginning the new
year with a new manufacturing
industry.
According to The Mayfield Messenger, the Graves County Fiscal
Court voted unanimously in special
session Wednesday at the Purchase
Area Development District offices
in Mayfield to issue up to $9 million
in industrial building revenue bonds
to pay the cost of land acquisition,
construction and equipping of a
Remington Arms Company Inc.
plant planned north of Mayfield.
The bonclaissue is of no cost to the
county and does not obligate the
county for repayment in any respect.
Although the project hds not been
finalized, according to Graves
County Judge-Executive Tony
Smith, Wednesday's action further
induces the company to locate here.
"Obviously, the fact that were
doing this (bond resolution) indicates that we're very interested in
Mayfield and Graves County," said
John Aldrich of Remington Arms.
"But a final commitment decision
by the company has not been made
at this time." Aldrich added that a
decision would most likely be made
during the first quarter of this year.
Aldrich attended the meeting and
has appgently been in the area
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said the proposed plant would manufacture new "sporting" products
being designed and developed in
Remington's Elizabethtown Research and Development Center,
which has been open for about a
year.
Aldrich had no projections on
employment for the proposed facility, although Judge Smith had
said employment would be "substantial."
The plant manager said a number
of things attracted Remington Arms
to Western Kentucky in general and
to Graves County in particular.
"We looked at a number of states
and a number of communities in
Kentucky," he explained. Manufacturing wages, availability of a manufacturing workforce were impor-

tant factors in the company's decision, Aldrich said. However, he
added, "Important to me personally
and to my team is the livability of
the community and the access to
transportation and education facilities."
Dick Armstrong,executive director of the Mayfield-Graves County
Development Corporation, said
community leaders and the organizations he represents have worked
on the Remington Arms project for
approximately 14 months.
The Mayfield Graves County
Industrial Development Board and
Local Development Corwration
have taken option on a 190-acre
tract of land across U.S. 45 from
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky's
poultry processing plant near Hickory.
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several times previously. He said he
has been with Remington Arms
since Dec. 1, 1994, and identified
himself as a plant manager.
"I will be plant manager of the
facility that is being planned," he
explained.
Aldrich said the proposed facility
would be a part of the firearms
division of Remington Arms Company Inc., which is located in Ilion,
N.Y. Remington is the oldest continuous manufacturing company in
the United States having been in
operation since 1816 and has manufactured firearms in Ilion since
1829, Aldrich added. "The planned facility will be for
the purpose of manufacturing firearms only," Aldrich said. "There
will be no ammunition manufactured in this planned facility." He
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EDITORIAL

Cooperative effort is
'best possible remedy'
The stalemate has been broken by Dr. Kern
Alexander.
Murray State University's president has
thrown support behind the Council on Higher
Education's resolution on the Paducah engineering proposal.
The resolution, which was approved in
November, is the CHE's effort to fulfill its statutory directive to determine the state's higher
education needs.
The CHE stance strongly supports a cooperative effort and turns its back on any proposal
involving individual institutions. The resolution
also opposed the establishment of "freestanding" bachelors programs in engineering in
Paducah.
The resolution supports a regional center at
Paducah Community College. There is also a
recommendation for the formation of a 10 member advisory committee with MSU and PCC
serving as co-chairs. The center would be built
at PCC with $8 million raised in Paducah and
the, area from private contributions.
Alexander made his support known through a
letter mass mailed to all the members of the
General Assembly earlier this week.
We agree with the president. The resolution is
not what either side lobbied for nor is it castefficient, but we too feel it "is the best possible
remedy to a difficult political dilemma."
This step by MSU is a good faith effort to
resolve the dispute which has raged on long
enough.
We urge Gov. Paul Patton and the legislature
to support the CHE resolution as MSU has.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 1 — The (Portland) Oregonian, on funding of family
planning in foreign aid:
The world added 100 million people in 1995, pushing the global
population to 5.75 billion. But please, don't send cigars.
In releasing the figures, the Population Institute said that 90 percent of the growth is in poor countries "torn by civil strife ...
where all too many people live in brutal poverty."
That's why it's so important that Congress allow U.S. foreign
money to go to family planning efforts, even those including
abortion.
As part of the annual appropriations process, the Foreign Operations Appropriations bill asked for $12.1 billion, a substantial
decline from the last fiscal year's $13.8 billion.
Final passage of the bill is being held up by conservative Republican House members who want to prohibit aid to any family planning organization that provides abortion services.
That restrictions goes too far and could be counterproductive.
Indeed, such a cutoff could lead to more, not fewer, abortions as
well as more maternal and children deaths, Populations Action
International warns.
Funding contraceptive services, even in programs that include
abortion is no endorsement of abortion; it's better seen as support
for an alternative to abortion, and a means of restraining the
dangerous rate of growth in world population.

Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing leuers to the editor. We print
talus on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
pidelines: all letters most be signed by the writer, with the %echoes
safest and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
Imola than 500 words. Letters should be typewrittea and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve tin right to condense or, reject any letter and to
hunt frequent writers.
LOCO Should be addressed to Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& This, PA Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
• ...I

WASHINGTON (AP) — Flat,
flatter, flattest.
Those are the kinds of taxes
that Republican presidential candidates are proposing for the
nation.
Former California Gov. Jerry
Brown was generally ridiculed by
other candidates when he proposed a "flat tax" during the 1992
Democratic primaries.
But this year, Republicans
have latched onto the old concept
and are making it their own.
Under a flat tax, all households
would be taxed at the same fixed
rate beyond a minimum income
level. There would be no or few
deductions.
Steve Forbes, the wealthy publishing executive, has even made
the flat tax his campaign
centerpiece.
"You can literally fill it out on
a post card," Forbes says. "It
will improve the quality of life."
Not to be outdone, other candidates have come forward with
their own versions. Some form of
a flat tax might even make it into
the GOP's 1996 platform.
Early next month, the National
Commission on Economic
Growth, a GOP task force headed
by Jack Kemp, will release its
tax-overhaul plan.
While expected to stop short of
advocating a pure flat tax, it will
call for a "flatter, fairer" tax,
according to Kemp, a former
New York congressman who was
housing secretary in the Bush
administration.
Participants said the panel was
likely to propose no more than

thought out.
"The public sort of likes the
idea. But the public doesn't
understand arithmetic very well,"
said David Wyss, research director of DRI-McGraw Hill in Lexington, Mass. He claims a flat tax
rate would have to be in the vicinity of 24 percent to 25 percent
in order to work.

ANALYSIS

TOM RAUM
All

Associated Press News Analysts

two tax rates — down from the
current five brackets — and to
propose doing away with many
deductions and credits, although
not those for home mortgages
and charitable contributions.
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, the GOP front-runner,
probably will endorse the recommendations of the commission,
which he and House Speaker
Newt Gingrich created, Dole
aides said.
Until now, Dole has avoided
backing any particular taxoverhaul scheme.
Forbes said halfway measures
won't do the job. He makes fun
of what he calls "the E.R. candidates who talk about simpler,
flatter, fairer — which is code,
you know, for putting us in the
emergency room. The only way
you can do it is by scrapping it
(the existing tax code)."
Here's where other members of
the GOP Flat Tax Society stand:
—Pat Buchanan supports a 15
percent flat tax on individuals, a
17 percent rate on corporations
and repeal of inheritance taxes on
small businesses and family
farms. Tariffs on Japanese and
Chinese imports would help make

up lost revenues.
—Sen. Phil Gramm endorses a
flat-tax system and wants a cut in
capital gains taxes and a repeal of
inheritance taxes.
—Lamar Alexander would cut
and simplify taxes. "I believe in
a flatter tax," he says. Any move
to a flat tax should retain mortgage interest and charitable
deductions.

Forbes, whose plan would
reduce revenues to the Treasury
by $40 billion or more annually,
suggests enthusiasm over a flat
tax would ripple through financial markets — sending interest
rates down and making up for
some of the lost revenues.But then Ronald Reagan made
a similar argument in 1980 —
that he could balance the budget
with a tax cut on the theory that a
rising economic tide would raise
all boats.

—Sen. Dick Lugar supports a
17 percent, flat, national sales
tax, rather than one on income.
On the other side of the politi—Rep. Robert Dornan says
he's supported a flat income tax cal divide, the entire notion of a
for 27 years and that it's "an single-rate tax has fallen, well,
kind of flat.
idea whose time has come and
"I thought we decided that
passed."
four years ago," said Ann Lewis,
Forbes, whose plan is similar
deputy manager of the Clintonto one pushed by House Majority
Gore re-election campaign. She
Leader Dick Armey, would offer
said Brown's proposed 14 perno exemptions or deductions. He
cent flat tax failed to generate
claims that under it, a family of
much enthusiasm in 1992, nor did
four with an annual income of she think any of the GOP flat-tax
$36,000 — his plan's threshold plans would gain much political
— would pay no taxes, compared altitude now.
with roughly $3,000 now.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Many economists like the
notion of a flat tax for its simpl- Raum covers the White House
icity, but suggest many plans and national politics for The
offered by candidates are not well Associated Press.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 3 — II Sole 24-Ore of Milan, on reforming Italy's political system.
For the first time in the history of the Italian Republic ... the idea
of a presidential political system, once supported only by rightist
parties, is gaining approval along the whole political spectrum and,
according to the polls, among the Italian public.
Why? Probably because 50 years of "ephemeral governments"
have fed the will for strong goverment. However, this is not a valid
enough reason to support a presidential system. In Europe and in
the rest of the world, three-quarters of the more stable democracies
have parliamentary governments, while in Latin America, where
presidential systems are widespread, stable democracy is far from
enviable.
French democracy might represent the right compromise between

Gir

the desires of both the Italian right — interested in a presidential
system — and the center-left — interested in a two-round parliamentary system of government.
The current French democratic model was born in 1958 when the
traditional parties — hated by both the public and De Gaulle —
collapsed. Likewise in Italy, in 1996, a presidential system of government seems to be the easiest response to the need for political
simplification and to the parallel •intolerance for party pluralism..
Party pluralism has recently been seen as the sole culprit for Italian political instability. But one has to wonder how Italy, which
until just yesterday had the biggest Communist party and the most
nostalgic rightist party in the Western World, could have preserved
democracy without party pluralism and proportional representation.

Division helps front-runner
WASHINGTON (AP) — Guy
Rodgers and Marlene Elwell were
foot soldiers in religious broadcaster Pat Robertson's 1988 presidential bid, fellow social conservatives drawn to a candidate they
viewed as an obvious choice.
This time around, things aren't so
clear.
As the 1996 Republican nomination battle begins in earnest,
Rodgers and Elwell find themselves on competing sides of the
GOP's conservative divide: He
recently signed on to help Texas
Sen. Phil Gramm; she is a top
Iowa operative for Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole.
Earlier this year, both also
worked briefly for Pat Buchanan,
who with Dole and Gramm has
the deepest support- among the
Christian conservative activists
who in the seven years since
Robertson's campaign have
become a powerful force in GOP
affairs. With more limited success, others in the GOP field
have targeted this constituency.
too.
This divide is common as well
among anti-tax activists and other
vocal members of the GOP's economic conservative wing: Gramm
thought he would have this turf
largely to himself, but -has faced
stiff competition from Dole, a
dominant player in this year's
debate over balancing the budget
and cutting taxes, and from Steve
Forbes, the millionaire publisher
who has become the darling of
many GOP supply-siders with his
call for a pure flat tax.
$o far, the clear beneficiary of
the conservative divide has been
Dole, who has worked feverishly
to rebut efforts by Buchanan,
Gramm and other critics to chat-

NEWS ANALYSIS

JOHN KING
Associated Press Wrtter
lenge the front-runner's conservative credentials': "Dole has held his own, and
the anti-Dole vote is divided up,"
said Ralph Reed, executive director of the Christian Coalition, the
political organization created
from the remnants of the Robertson campaign. "I think Dole is
very well positioned."
With a, crowded calendar of
nominating events set to begin in
just a month, "conservatives will
probably remain divided among a
lot of different people," said
Gary Bauer of the Family
Research Council, a Washingtonbased conservative organization.
"14 don't think it should be lost
on anyone that all of these guys
want to sound like they are conservatives. This is clearly a conservative party now."
Indeed, the one candidate who
openly challenged the power of
Christian conservatives in Republican affairs, Pennsylvania Sen.
Arlen Specter, has already quit
the race. And many conservative
leaders put aside their differences
over the summer to aggressively
warn retired Gen. Colin Powell
that his support of abortion rights
and affirmative action would
make him unwelcome in the GOP
race.
"Only candidates who run

within the boundaries of the old
Reagan coalition are viable,"
said Grover Norquist, a GOP
strategist who heads Americans
for Tax Reform. "There is no
market for a moderate," said
Bauer.
From a policy standpoint, this
crowded competition for conservative support has brought a
litany of promises to shrink government, cut taxes, promote prayer in schools and, at times, spirited debate over the depth of
commitment among the candidates for the GOP's anti-abortion
platform plank.
Gramm himself began the campaign at arm's length from
Christian conservative leaders,
saying he was not comfortable as
a "preacher." But he has
increasingly targeted social conservatives as critical to any
chance he has to emerge as the
leading alternative to Dole.
"We find ourselves in the
enviable role of the virgin at the
high school prom: Many people
are offering to take our hand in
marriage and we are offering our
chastity to no one," said the
Christian Coalition's Reed.
Mike Murphy, the top strategist for former Tennessee boy.
Lamar Alexander, said the tradi-

tonal competition among GOP
conservatives and moderates has
been replaced by "a new schism
between two different kinds of
conservatives — angry and
optimistic."
He lumps Dole, Gramm and
Buchanan in the angry camp;
Forbes and Alexander as "probusiness, pro-growth" optimists.
Norquist suggests Buchanan fails
- the economic conservative test
because of his opposition to free
trade and "his anti-immigrant
attitude."
As for Dole, Norquist said the
Republican front-runner has won
over many skeptics by "standing
shoulder to shoulder with Newt
Gingrich all year and hanging
tough against Clinton in favor of
a balanced budget."
Forbes has stirred the campaign with a relentless advertising effort funded by his own personal fortune. "He simply
doesn't have the credentials to bepresident," Gramm strategist
Charles Black says in predicting
support for Forbes ultimately will
wilt.
Alexander strategist Tom Rath,
however, says Forbes is on TV so
much "it is like being stalked"
and says, if nothing else, "his
volume has complicated things,"
particularly the efforts of Gramm
and Alexander to whittle Dole's
lead.
Rodgers, however, argues that
Dole's lead will collapse after the
first few contests "when this
becomes a two-man -race and
movement Conservatives are
forced to make a choice. I believe
that Phil Gramm will be the second man and that when faced
• with that choice conservatives are
not going to pick Bob Dole."
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Sarah Elizabeth Roberts
born Dec. 15 at hospital
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Kirksey-area Seniors will meet
Kirksey-area Senior Citizens Gorup will have its monthly meeting
on Monday, Jan. 8, at Fellowship Hall of Kirksey United Methodist
Church. A potluck luncheon will begin at noon. The Rev. Jim Peyton will present a program on "The Civil War" following the meal.
All senior adults in the Kirksey community are invited to attend.
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Need Line Board meeting Monday
Need Line Board will meet Monday, Jan. 8, at noon at Pagliai's.
Dick Hoffman, chairman, urges all members to attend. Need Line is
a United Way Agency.

North Council meeting Monday

ide

North Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday, Jan. 8, at 4 p.m. Agenda items include
financial report, design team committee report, and bylaws. The
public is invited.
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Men's Bible Study on Saturday
Men's Bible Study will meet Saturday, Jan. 6, at 8 a.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church. This is open to all interested men.
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Young at Hearts' event Saturday
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Young at Hearts Group of Westside Baptist Church will have its
gala celebration on Saturday, Jan. 6, at 5 p.m.

Sigma Department to meet Monday
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Jan. 8, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. "Decorating with Style" will
be the program to be presented by Laurie Rollins of Crass Furniture.
Names will be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Holly
Bloodworth, Karen Duncan, Vicky Holton, Alice Rouse, Linda Salley, Jeannette Williams and Ruth Pickens.
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Music Chorus will not rehearse
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Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will not have a rehearsal this week on Thursday, Jan. 4. The next
rehearsal will be Thursday, Jan. 18, at 7 p.m. at the club house.

Girl Scout Cookie Training planned
The Girl Scout Cookie Training will be held Thursday, Jan. 4, at
6:30 p.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. This training
is for all Girl Scout leaders, co-leaders and cookie chairpersons.

MHS Football banquet on Saturday
Murray High School will have its Football Banquet on Saturday,
Jan. 6, at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria. This will be a potluck meal.
Awards will be presented. All interested persons are invited.

Informational meeting being planned
An informational meeting will be at the Murray Independent Family Resource Center on Poplar Street, Murray, at a date to be determined in January. This is for any one, age 16 or older, interested in
the Adult Literacy Program, GED preparation, JTPA, or GED study
at home through KET. For more information call the center at
759-9592.

MSU Libraries now open
Murray State University Libraries opened Tuesday after being
closed for the holidays. Hours will be 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., but closed
on weekends through Wednesday, Jan. 17. The libraries will be
closed on Martin Luther King Day, Monday, Jan. 15. The regular
schedule will resume Thursday, Jan. 18, according to dean of Libraries Coy L. Harmon.
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Crisis Component for the needy
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West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will be operating the Crisis
Component of the Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) beginning Saturday, Jan. 6, and continuing through March 31, or until the
agency's crisis funds have- been expended, whichever comes first. If
you are interested in providing coal, wood, kerosene, fuel oil or
propane for the Crisis Component of the program, contact the regional office at 400 North Fifth Si, Mayfield, or call Charles Wix at
1-502-247-4046.
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Home Schooling Conference planned
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Lakeland Home Educators will host a Home Schooling Conference on Friday and Saturday, Jan. 26 and 27, 1996, at Hardin. This
will feature nationally-known speakers Chris and Ellyn Davis of the
Elijah Company. For more information call Alice Reinhardt at
753-0717.
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Southwest publishes cookbook
Southwest Elementary School PTO has published a cookbook,
"Tastes of the Southwest Lakers," which is now on sale for $7 each
with all profits going to the Southwest PTO. The red spiral bound
cookbook features recipes from Southwest students in seven different sections, To order a book call Laura Paschall at 753-4802.
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RESERVATIONS

are currently being taken for

Hickory Woods

-

Retirement Center
GUARANTEE our pre-opening rental price for one full year by
registering now for your new apartment at Hickory Woods Retirement
Center! ASSURE yourselfofthe very best in Senior living in a secure,
worry-free environment. TREAT yourself to three wonderful meals
daily, served to you by our caring staff. RELAX and let us do your
housecleaning and laundry.ONE monthly fee entitles you to theseand
many other services at Hickory Woods!
COME IN TODAY and select the floorplan and location you desire.
A $500 deposit, totally refundable, is all it takes to reserve your new
home at Hickory Woods. After all, don't you deserve this?
'
FOR MORE INFORMATION, call:
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director
(502) 763-6339
Visit our office at 1908 Hwy. 121 By-Pass, Murray. KY.
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Mr. and Mrs. James Richard Presnell

Washer-Presnell vows
are said at club house
Dana Lynn Washer and James Richard Presnell of Murray were
married Saturday, July 15, 1995, at Murray Woman's Club House.
The bride is the daughter of Randy and Vicki Lassiter of Hazel. She
is the granddaughter of Mrs. Myrna Phillips of Murray, Mrs. Faye
Lassiter and the late W.D. Lassiter of Hazel, and Roy and June Ritter
of Avondale, Ariz.
The groom is the son of Charles Presnell and the late Betty Presnell
of Belleville, Ill. He is the grandson of the late Charles and Margaret
Presnell and of the late Edward and Marie Guy, all of Belleville.
The Rev. Willis 0. Colson officiated at the ceremony: Music was
by Oneida White, pianist, and Stacey Campbell, soloist.
Mrs. Dotty Scott of Murray was the matron of honor. Bridesmaid
was Misty Gallimore of Murray. Cassie Howard of Murray was flower
girl.
Chuck Presnell of Atlanta, Ga., brother of the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Braxton Esancy of Atlanta, Ga., and Bobby Washer
of Puryear, Tenn. Charles Presnell of Atlanta, Ga., nephew of the
groom, was ring .bearer.
Ruby VanDyke of Murray directed the wedding.
A reception followed at the club house.
Hostesses were Daphne Turner, Christy Spann, and Deanna Childress, Murray, and Sandy Elkins, Puryear, Tenn.
Stacey Campbell and Stefanie Roberts of Murray caterred the reception. D.J. was Ron Harper.
The couple left the club house in a limousine.
Mr. and Mrs. Presnell are now residing in Murray.

• Grove Homemakers
Harris
Club has luncheon meeting
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club held its December luncheon
meeting at Log Cabin Restaurant.
Obena Hale gave the devotion
reading from Luke 2 relating the
events of the birth of Jesus, and a
story, "The Beginning of the
Song." She also led in prayer.
Quava Honchul, president,
presided. Each member answered

HOSPITAL REPORT
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan. 2, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Klein baby girl, mother, Geraldine
Beck, New Concord;
Floyd baby girl, mother, Tammy
Moore, Hickory.
Dismissals
Adam D. Laverdi, Miss Monica D.
Collins and Mrs. Bernlen Ruth Lovett,
all of Benton;
Mrs. Stella M. Duncan, Dexter; Mrs.
Christina Brandon, Almo; Mrs. Betty S.
Kelly, Benton;
Lonnie J. Thorn and Mrs. Mary K.
Bean, both of Murray.
Expiration
Robert D. Bucy, Murray.

Theatres
Program Info. Call 753-3314
Matinees Sal. & Sun. Only!!!
Waiting To Exhale
R 1:30 3:45 7:15 9:20
Grumpier Old Men
PG13 1: I 3:45 7:15 9:20
Tom and Huck
PG 1:30 7:00
Sabrina
PG 3:30 9:00
Father of The Brid• 2
PG 1:30 3:45 7:10 9:25
Jumanil
PG 1:30 3:40 7:00 915

the roll call by telling "what gift
of love you have given some one
recently."
The recreation of a game of
Christmas songs was led by Elizabeth Parks. Lunch was served.
Also present were Anna Lou
Jones, Katherine Ray, Margaret
Taylor, Agnes Watson, Lurline
Wilkerson, Martha Wrablik and
Gene Wrather.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Jan. 10, at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Center.

Robby Roberts and Stephanie
Bessent 1704 Farmer Ave., Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Sarah Elizabeth Roberts, born on
Friday, Dec. 15, 1995, at 1:33
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven

pounds eight ounces and measured 19 inches'.
Grandparents are John Bessent
of Lakeland, Fla., Sharron Bessent of 1704 Farmer Ave., Murray, Bill Robrts of 625 Broad
St., Murray, and Carol Mathews
of Portland, Ore.

Dieting...Thing of the
past for millions?

EARN
6.02%

"Could be," says weight control
expert James Wallace, of Birmingham, the only person to win Mr.
USA three times. 'That's why I
devised an exercise plan for the
NatureSlim program. Just follow
the program; eat all of the certain
fun foods you want, exercise and
take one NatureSlim capsule before
each meal. You'll lose nothing but
fat."
NatureSlim capsules contain two
of the most proven weight control
ingredients,one found and patented
by USDA nutrition scientist.
Called "Nature's most effective
fat loss formula," NatureSlim, sold
by independent pharmacies, actually guarantees results.

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

753.4703

Holland Drugs
109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462
Walter's Family Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St. • 753-7688

Bob
Cornelison

Murray Baptist Mission
NOW MEETING AT:

Woodmen of The World Building
3rd and Maple St.• 489-6084
Sunday Morning Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Preaching Services
10:45 a.m.
Sunday Evening
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Parvin Hall, Pastor

t
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Every Fri• ay 'ig
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
* $1000 Letter H
Double Bingo Pays
(30 calls or less)
60%, 75% and 90%
$500 Jackpot Every Week
* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine CLub

All Ho-Ho'ed Out SALE
FINAL
WEEK!

Save Storewide...Table Runners,
Graniteware, Lamps & New Shades,
Christmas Items and More!

By Way of the Grapevine
Hwy. 121 South to Old Salem Rd.

•

Here's a Simple Solution
to Your Holiday Bills!
ALL PURPOSE LOAN
• Unsecured loans up to $15,000
- quick and easy
• Consolidate your bills
- one monthly payment
• Decorate a room or take a vacation
- without tying up your home equity
• Great for homeowners

REPUBLIC
& Trust
BANKCompany

1201 Main Street
Murray, KY
759-1630
Open 6 Days a Week,
Saturdays 9-12!

Member FDIC

OVIES TO 60
fi•mti,ii •

Rent Your Moms At The Movses 1

The Republic group of banks - Kentucky owned & proud ofit!
ling Green • Elizabethtown • Frankfort • Lexington • Louisville • Mayfield • Murray•Owensboro • Paducah • Shelbyville
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Se‘kill2 Center 34th Army Oroup meets at Paducah
ALL-IhasN-O
come to Murray!
•New Home Sewing Machines
•Home of Design-A-Quilt & Bind All
•Quilting Service Available
'Full Line of Sewing & Quilting Supplies

We Do Mail Orders!
753-3444
On Industrial Rd., adjacent to Ryan Milk

Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes

ulnas

•
Factory Discount
Shoes
Downtown On Court Square • Murray, KY
753-9419
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6 (Fridays 'til 8) Sun. 1-6

TODAY

The 34th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Group (AAA) of the United
States Army held its recent reunion at the Executive Inn,
Paducah.
This group served during
World War II in the European
Theatre.
The late Tom Fuller of Nashville and Dyersburg, Tenn.,
started organizing the group for a
reunion in 1969, with the first
one held at Clarksville, Ind.
Since that time reunions have
I been held in Nashville, Bowling
Green, Canton, Ohio, Columbus,
Ohio, Indianapolis, Ind., Evansville, Ind., Louisville and
Paducah.
At the 1995 reunion, J.D.
Usrey from Benton, obtained
Kentucky Colonel certificates for
all members present. Also Kentucky Gov. Brereton Jones sent a
letter to each one of the men in
the unit.
1995 Officers of the unit planning the reunion were J.B. Burkeen, Murray, president; J.D.
Usrey, Benton, vice president;
Melvin Maidlow, Bangor, Maine,
executive secretary, and Bill
McGuire, treasurer.
The group voted to meet again
in September 1997 at the Executive Inn, Paducah. This will be
the fourth year for the Army unit
to meet at Paducah.
Present for the 1995 reunion
were the following:
J.D. and Anna Usrey and Virgil and Edna Sledd of Benton;
Thomas Thorne of Charleston,
S.C.; Melvin and Marie Maidlow

of Bangor, Maine; Earl and
Lucille Crawford of Cygnet,
Ohio; Joe and. Mary Baideme of
Westfield, N.Y.;
Melvin and Lovel Weightman
of Evansville, Ind.; John and
Robyn Hutcheson of Berwyn,
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Pa.; James and Sylvia Puckeu
and J.B. and Jo Burreen of Murray; Bill and Doris Weaver of
Hudson, Fla.;
Bill and Lessie McGuire of
Houston, Texas; Charles and
Marian Walker of Paris, Texas;
John R. Cox, Fredonia; Bill Atk-

inson, Bowling Green; C.W. and
Irene Russell, Calvert City;
Mrs. Ruby Webb, Louisville,
Miss.; Mrs. Marian Fuller, Nashville, Tenn.; Mrs. Kathleen Rodriguez, Evansville, Ind.; Mrs.
Esther Ford, Benton, and her
daughter, Heather Ford.
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McCubbin boy
is born Dec. 6
William D. and Cynthia G.
McCubbin of Campbellsville are
the parents of a son, Hayden Aleunder McCubbin, born on Wednesday, Dec. 6, 1995, at Spring
View Medical Center, Lebanon.
The baby weighed seven
pounds six ounces and measured
194 inches. The mother is the
former Cynthia Garland of
Murray.
Grandparents are Doug and
Phyllis McCubbin of Campbellsville, and the late Wade and Elizabeth Garland of Murray. Greatgrandparents are Doris Brittain of
Murray and John Russell of
Campbellsville.

Losing pounds
may prevent
osteoarthritis
ATLANTA (AP) — Shod those
extra pounds sooner and you may
help prevent osteoarthritis later,
reports a publication of the
Arthritis Foundation.
According to the publication
— Arthritis Today — researchers
at Johns Hopkins University
found that as little as 20 extra
pounds in early adulthood can
nearly double the chance of developing painful knee and hip
arthritis later.
In a long-term study, researchers tracked the health record of a
group of 1,178 men for 30 to 46
years, with the average age of
participants being 22 years when
they entered the study.
Height, weight, age and development of knee and hip arthritis
were recorded, and men who
were the most overweight initially were 3.5 times more likely to
develop osteoarthritis in their
weight-bearing joints than those
who weighed the least.
According to the foundation,
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the study provides new insights
into the effects of weight on
arthritis development.
"Previously," it observed,
"researchers didn't know if extra
weight caused osteoarthritis or if
arthritis pain made for a more
sedentary existence, which in
turn led to being overweight.
This study confirms that extra
weight can be detrimental to
joints."

JO BURXEEN/LeOge & Tomes photo

BILL BOYD, standing, discussed his travels and his cooking hobby at
the November meeting of the Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons held at Holiday inn. Boyd started
his hobby of cooking while a student at the University of Kentucky after
World War 11 whdif he cooked for himself and his three roommates.
Boyd had made fudge for each one present to sample. Boyd who Is
coordinator for Peoples Gold of Peoples Bank told about some of the
many interesting places visited by the group. At right is Al Hough,
chapter program chairman. Bob Hendon, chapter president, said the
next meeting will be Tuesday, Jan. 23, at Ho's Kitchen at Holiday inn.
The program will start about 12:15 p.m. with lunch served prior to the
meeting. All interested persons are invited to attend.
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JESSE NORSWORTHY, 6, son of James and Shannon Norsworthy of
Hazel, is pictured with some of his toys that he picked to donate to
other children for Christmas at the free Christmas Eve dinner at Sporty's Restaurant. Jesse and his grandfather, Jesse McKinney, delivered
the toys to Sporty's to give as gifts to children there.
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Engagement and wedding
rings were first worn by the
ancient Romans.

• MIRRORS•
Any Size
"Quality That Will Please"

HORNTON
ILE & MARBLE
612 So. 9th St.

Murray

753-5719
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1996 Bargains Galore!

25% to 50% off
On Select Merchandise Throughout The Store!
Hurry — Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
January 4, 5 & 6 ONLY!
Store Hours: N1-F 10 A.M.-5 P.M., SAT 10 A.M.-4 P.M.
The Charming Yellow Cottage at
40g.S. 12th St. - Murray - 753-0545

TAX-FREE
INCOME
Flagship Kentucky
Triple Tax Exempt Funds'

2 For & 3 For SALE

• Limited Term (5-KarApproximate Average Matuvitr)
• Long Term (20-Kar Approximate Average illaturav)

On Blazers, Dresses, Suits, Handbags, Shoes
and Boots Already On SALE
From 1/4 to 1/2 Off Regular Price.

•Seek High, Current Tax-Free Income
•Dividends Free from Federal* and State
Income Taxes

Buy 1 Item At Sale Price
Get 2nd Item (of equal value) For
1/2 Off Sale Price

•Investment Free from Kentucky
Intangible Taxes
IN High Quality; Diversified Portfolios of
Municipal Bonds
II Commitment to Capital Preservation

Buy Any Coordinate Sportswear At 1/4-1/2 Off
sat•

Friday, Jan, 5
AA °pinto newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star17.30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.

Friday, Jan. 5
Calloway County High School Laker
Basketball Boys host Mayfield with JV
game/6 p.m., Varsity game/7 p.m.
Murray High School Tiger Basketball
Girls and Boys host Fulton County/6
p.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activiti•s.
Breakfast/8.30 a.m., Bridge Club/1
p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a,m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-3 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Senior
Adult Fellowship trip with lunch at Pattie's/9 a.m.
First Baptist Church Parent's Night
Out/6-9:30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited
Advance Scheduling ends at Murray
State University.

TODAY

of Murray
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Thursday, Jan. 4
Girl Scout Cooking Training/6:30
p.m./Southwest Elementary School.
Compassionate Friends Support
Group/710 p.m./No. 1 private dining
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Into/762-1274 or 498-8324
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Garden Departm•nt of Murray
Woman's Club/1 p.m./club house.
Rehearsal of Music Chorus of Music
Department of Murray Woman's Club
cancelled tonight.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Anxiety and Panic Group will not
meet tonight. Info/753-0181.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
Kentucky/7:30 p.m /Calloway County
Public Library.
Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/762-3125.
Murray High School Tiger Boys and
Girls play basketball games at Carlisle
County/6 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
EnrollmentJ8 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Association Mission Board/7 p.m./office at Hardin.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
•
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9A5 a.m.
Knights of Columbus/7:30 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First Presbyterian Church Cub
Scouts/6 p.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church Bible Study/
noon; Singles Study-Support Group/7
p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/3 p.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary
Issues/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS 0469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris, Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
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Get 2nd At 1/4 Off - Get 3rd At 1/2 Off

•Attentive, Professional Management
Mark C. Vinson
Marketing One Securittes Inc

Buy Any Regular Price
Bra

Get 2nd At 1/4 Off

Buy Any Regular Priced
Shoes

iMCAted at
01
SOO Mani St
.( CI

By: Soft Spots, Naturalizer, Life
Stride Or Madeline Stuart

Get 2nd At 1/4 Off

FLAGSHIP

11)1t•fol 1

Peoples Bank of Murray
Mom, lat 42071 (502) 767-2204
may in ,ttbIrtt to file
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tIP/11/01 bh .111,1%0
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1-Wr Yes, Please send me more complete information, including a
prosp&tus on the Flagship Kentucky Triple Tax Exempt

Funds . I will read it carefully before I invest or send money.
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Knit Tops

Get 3rd FREE
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Round The Clock & Givenchy
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Hosiery

Get 3rd FREE
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Moe jumping to NFL

Power
Source

TODAY

Kentucky's Williams
bypasses senior year
to enter NFL draft

Racer coach
McClain wins
league award
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Houston Nutt continually credited a lack of injuries and
improved strength for the Racer
football team's OVC championship season.
Now, the man in charge of
the team's conditioning is getting some credit.
Murray State assistant coach
Larry McClain, the Racers'
strength and conditioning coach
for the last three years, was
recently named the 1995 OVC
Strength and Conditioning Professional of the Year by the
National Strength and Conditioning Association.
McClain, also the team's
defensive line coach, said the
players deserve the credit.
"Our kids stayed after it,"
noted McClain, a ,standout
defensive lineman at Western
Carolina and with the USFL's
Boston, New Orleans and Portland Breakers. "We had 32
players stay around this summer
on their own. We've never had
'that before.
"It's fun being the strength
coach now."
Coming to MSU from Elon
College, McClain was also an
assistant at Oklahoma State and
Newberry (S.C.) College. McClain learned much of his
weightlifting philosophy at
OSU under John Stuckey, now
the strength coach at Tennessee.
McClain said strength and
conditioning contributed to the
team's low number of injuries.
Coming off of this season's
11-1 campaign, McClain said
30-40 players have already been
in the weight room on their
own.
• See Page 9

NFL Playoffs

•

Divisional Playoffs
All Times CST
Saturday, Jan. 6
Buffalo at Pittsburgh, 11:30 p.m
Green Bay at San Francisco, 3
Sunday, Jan. 7
Philadelphia at Dallas, 11:30 p.m.
Indianapolis at Kansas City, 3 p.m.
Conference Championships
Sunday, Jan. 14
Pairings TBD, 11:30 and 3 p.m.
Super Bowl
At Sun Devil Stadium
Tempe, Ariz.
Sunday, Jan. 72
AFC champion vs NFC champion, 5:20
P.m

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky junior tailback Moe
Williams, who led the Southeastern Conference in rushing in
1995, has decided to forego his
final year of college eligibility
and enter the 1996 National Football League draft, it was
announced today.
Williams scheduled a news
conference for 1:30 p.m. EST

MOE WILLIAMS

today with Kentucky coach Bill
Curry.
A news release from UK contained no information on why or
when Williams made the
decision.
Williams' decision diminishes
an announcement by standout
high school quarterback Tim
Couch to play at Kentucky next
year. Kentucky fans had hoped
the powerful duo could revive
Kentucky's sagging football
program.
Williams led the SEC in rushing yardage, all-purpose yardage

(1,826) and scoring (102 points
for 9.3 points per game) his
junior season. He rushed 294
times for 1,600 yards and 17
touchdowns.
Williams broke or tied 15
school records during the season,
including five single-game
records, eight single-season
records and two career records.
He broke three SEC single-game
records in the South Carolina
game when he rushed for 299
yards and had 429 all-purpose

BASKETBALL
IN Murray (GIB) at Carlisle Co
Bardwell — 6
FRIDAY
•Murray (G/B) vs. Fulton Co.
Murray High School — 6
II Lady Lakers vs. Mayfield
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 7
SATURDAY

IN Lady Racers/Racers at TSU
Nashville, Tenn. — 5:45/7:45

II See Page 9

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

SEC Season Opener

UK's Delk takes lead role
to light up South Carolina
Wildcat guard
scores 28 points
in 89-60 UK win
By PETE IACOBELU
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Tony Delk made 55 percent of
his shots against South Carolina,
considerably lowering his percentage in the last four games.
Delk scored 28 points on
11-of-20 shooting as No. 2 Kentucky tore apart a South Carolina
team expected to be the Wildcats'
most difficult challenge in weeks.
"I haven't been on a roll like
this in college," Delk said Wednesday night after the Wildcats'
89-60 victory. "It feels pretty
good and I'm gaining more confidence with every game. Hopefully, I can just carry it throughout
the season."
Delk has made 40 of 65 shots
in his past four games, averaging
28 points. He was named the
SEC's player of the week — and

KENTUCKY 89, S. CAROLINA 60
KENTUCKY (10-1)
Walker 6-18 2-4 14. Mercer 5-7 0-0 10.
McCarty 4-8 0-0 8, D. 11-20 0-0 28, Epps 0-4
0-0 0, Anderson 2-7 0-0 5, Sheppard 1-3 2-2 4.
Edwards 1-2 2-2 4, Turner 0-2 0-0 0, Pops 5-10
2-2 14, Simmons 0-2 0-0 0, Mills 1.1 0-0 2. Totals 36-82 8-10 89.
SOUTH CAROUNA (6-3)
Russell 1-7 0-4 2, Wilbourne 5-10 2-3 13.
McKie 4-11 58 13. Davis 7-13 1-2 18, Watson
2-10 0-0 5, Gallman 1-2 2-4 4, Johnson 1-4 1-2
3, Stack 1-1 0-0 2. Totals 22-58 11-23 60.
Halftime—Kentucky 39, South Carolina 34.
3-point goals—Kentucky 9-26 (Delk 6-13, Pope
2-3, Anderson 1-3. McCarty 0-1, Sheppard 0-1,
Walter 0-2. Epps 0-3), South Carolina 5-17
(Davis 34, Wilbourne 1-3. Watson 1-4, McKie
0-4). Fouled out—None. Rebounds—Kentucky
50 (Walker 11), South Carolina 38 (Wilbourne
10). Assists—Kentucky 18 (McCarty 4, Turner 4),
South Carolina 9 (Russell 6). Total louts—
Kentucky 21, South Carolina 12. A-12.068.

the MVP of the ECAC Holiday
Festival — after shooting 68 percent and scoring 53 points in
wins over Rider and Iona.
The 6-foot-1 senior's done this
before. In his last year at Haywood High, Delk made 21 of 36
field goals on the way to 70
points in one game. But at Kentucky, he has passed the spotlight
to stars like Jamal Mashburn,
Travis Ford, Rodrick Rhodes and
Rodney Dent.
Against the Gamecocks, Delk

couldn't avoid the star turn. He
canned six 3-pointers and hit an
assortment of scoop drives and
twisting layups as Kentucky
(10-1) won its ninth straight since
losing to now-No. 1 UMass on
Nov. 28. He also unnerved
Gamecocks point guards B1
McKie and Melvin Watson into a
combined -6-of-21 shooting and
seven turnovers.
"You may have seen one of
the greatest players in the country," Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
said.
Delk says he's just doing what
he's supposed to. "No way I'm
the focal point on this club," he
said. "We have so many players
who can score and put up points
any night."
III See Page 9
•

UK guard Tony Delk remained redhot Wednesday night, scoring 28
points at South Carolina.
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Green Bay's Holmgren motivating 49ers
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — The Green Bay
Packers are taking it personally.
Green Bay coach Mike Holmgren says his "win it
all" declaration was just an expression of confidence in
the play of the Packers, but the 49ers have tacked
Holmgren's words on a bulletin board in their locker
room.
"A lot of people do a lot of talking, and in previous

games during the season you've seen what happened
with people that do a lot of talking," said San Francisco
linebacker Lee Woodall, a reference to the 49ers' upset
win at Dallas in November.
"We don't let our mouths speak for ourselves. We let
what we do on the field speak for us,"• Woodall said
Wednesday. "I don't think you've heard anyone in our
locker room say, 'We're going to win it all. We're
going to smash 'em. We're going to kill 'em.' We're
not like that.

Wheat leads U of L
to victory over SLU
in conference debut
ST. LOUIS (AP) — DeJuan
Wheat scored 11 of his 19 points
over the final 11 minutes to spark
Louisville to a 67-63 victory over
Saint Louis in the ConferenceUSA opener for each team.
Louisville (9-4 overall) used a
12-3 spurt Wednesday night to
take a 62-55 lead with 2:50
remaining and the Billikens (8-3)
never caught up.
Samaki Walker and Tick
Rogers added 13 points apiece
for the Cardinals, who have
beaten Saint Louis 19 straight
times. Before Wednesday, the
teams had not met since 1982.
Jeff Harris led Saint Louis with
19 points, 15 of them in the second half, and grabbed a gamehigh .10 rebounds. Freshman Virgel'Cobbin hit four of six 3-pointers and added 14 points for the
Billikins, and Jamal Johnson had

SCHEDULE

12 points.
Saint Louis saw its home court
winning- streak snapped at 14.
Louisville jumped in front 9-4
but Saint Louis clicked on four
3-point shots in a 14-2 spurt over
3Y2 minutes to move in front
18-11 at 13:55. Saint Louis then
went cold, going 10:15 without
another field goal and the Cardinals went on a 16-3 run for a
27-21 advantage.
Saint Louis outscored Louisville 16-8 behind Johnson's 9 points
at the start of the second half for
a 43-40 lead. The game was tied
seven times and the lead changed
hands six times in the half before
a field goal by Rogers put the
Cardinals ahead for good at
57-55 with 4:38 left.
Two free throws. by Harris got
Saint Louis to 65-63 with 11.9
seconds remaining,

Holmgren, the 49ers' offensive coordinator before
leaving San Francisco in 1992 to become Packers coach,
made the comments in the aftermath of the Packers'
37-20 playoff victory over Atlanta last weekend.
"Somebody asked me if I thought we could get all
the way to the Super Bowl, and of course, being the
head coach of a team and we just won a big game, I
said, 'Hey, we're going to win'em all — why,not?'"
Holmgren said via a conference call.

OVC BASKETBALL

Morehead's Majick
guns down Eastern
Eagles fight back
for 68-64 triumph
on opening night

U of L Photo

Louisville point guard DeJuan Wheat scored 11 points in the final 11
minutes to lift the Cardinals over Saint Louis.

•

MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Mark Majick's 3-pointer midway through the second half
gave Morehead State the lead
for good, and the Eagles went
on to a 68-64 victory over Eastern Kentucky in their Ohio Valley Conference opener.
Eastern (6-5 overall) led
24-19 at halftime and by as
much as 10 points early in the
second half, 31-21 at 18:07,
before Morehead State rallied.
The Eagles (6-5) tied the score
at 45 on a three-point play by
Mike S,croghim at the 9:14
mark.
After Eastern had reclaimed
the lead at 47-45 on a Marty

Oftie Valley Conference

Morehead St.
Murray St.
Term. Tech
AustM Poey
Middle Tenn.
Tenn.4Aartin

SE Missouri
Tennessee St.
E. Kentucky

Conference AlKiesnes
W L
W L PeL
1 o
5 .545
0
3 .1147
0
3 .62S
4 .§56
4 .666
0
5 .444
6 .333
6 250
6 .545

Thomas jumper at 8:50, Morehead went ahead for good on
the 3-pointer by Majick, who
finished with six points.
The Eagles hit 10 of 10 free
throws during the final two
minutes to preserve the lead.
Mark Kinnaird scored 17
points to lead Morehead, Doug
Wyciskalla had 16 and Scrogham and John Humphrey had 10
apiece.
DeMarkus Doss scored 19
points for Eastern, Curtis
Fincher had 17 and Thomas 12.
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Sports
CCMS girls fall to South Fulton 37-36
MARTIN, Tenn. — South Fulton hit a shot with :15 to grab the lead
and hold off Calloway County Middle's girls 37-36 Tuesday night at
UT-Martin.
Tiffany Lassiter led Calloway (3-2) with 14 points, followed by
Jena Thomas with eight, Jenni Pigg with six and Bethany O'Rourke
and Kayla Marlon each with four.

Lady Tigers beat Fulton County 39-14
Ashley Dunn scored 15 points to lead seven Lady Tiger scorers
Tuesday night in Murray Middle School's 39-14 win over Fulton
County.
Following Dunn was Whitney Ray (8), Lindsay Lawson (5), Sarah
Daley (4), Kelly Miles (3), Misty Starks (2), Whitney Alexander (2).
Murray is now 1-3.

Fulton Co. downs Murray boys 46-29
Murray Middle School's boys dropped to 1-4 on the season after
Tuesday's 46-29 setback against Fulton County.
Eric Villaflor and Bobby Smith each scored six points to lead the
Tigers. Darrell Foster added five and Justin Garland had four.
Jeremy Smith, Garrett McCutcheon, Jeff Owen and Stephen Compton all finished with two points.

SPORTS ROUNDUP
PRO FOOTBALL

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

MINNEAPOUS(AP) — Minnesota
Vikings defensive end James Harris
was charged with assaulting his wife
and is being investigated for bigamy.
His agent, Jeff Durand, said Harris
and his wife, identified only as
J.C.H., got into a -slaplest" after
both had been drinking. Authorities
said she sustained a broken nose
and broken collarbone.
Durand said Harris believed he
was divorced from Bonnie Harris,
who now lives in Philadelphia, when
he married the other woman in 1995.
Durand said Harris filed for divorce
in 1994 and believed it had been
granted by default. Police in Eden
Prairie are investigating Harris' marital status.

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Nebraska
coach Tom Osborne said he has
advised junior tailback Lawrence
Phillips to enter the NFL draft. Phillips was suspended for six weeks
after he pleaded no contest to a
charge of beating a former girlfriend.
He returned late in the season and
ran for 165 yards and three touchdowns in Nebraska's 62-24 victory
over Florida In the Fiesta Bowl on
Tuesday night.
Phillips has said he will consider
entering the draft if an NFL committee projects him as a first-round pick.

GENERAL
LUMBERTON, N.C. (AP) —
Michael Jordan's brother testified
that two NBA rings and a watch
found at a murder defendant's home
belonged to Jordan's dead father.
Larry Jordan was the fourth witness
called to the stand on the opening
day of Daniel Andre Green's firstdegree murder trial. James Jordan
was shot to death in 1993 as he
napped in his car alongside U.S. 74.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — The
NCAA is convinced Texas officials
had no idea a 30-year-old player
changed his identity to extend his
eligibility. David Bent, director of
enforcement at the NCAA, said there
were no - plans to investigate how
Ron Weaver managed to enroll as
Joel Ron McKelvey and play a limited role as a cornerback this
season.
Weaver, who exhausted his eligibility at Sacramento State, used the
Social Security number of a Salinas,
Calif., to change his identity and
enter a Los Angeles junior college
as a freshman before transferring to
Texas.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King
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•Kentucky...
FROM PAGE 8
The Wildcats won their past
seven games by an average of 30
points.
But South Carolina (6-3) was
supposed to be different, a tougher opponent, heading into the
SEC with a winning record for
the first time in four years. But
Kentucky used a run of 17-5 to
start the second half and later
closed the game with a 19-0
spurt.
"They played extremely well
in the second half, a half that I'd
like to forget," South Carolina
coach Eddie Fogler said.
Delk, who hit four 3-pointers
in the second half, fueled Kentucky's second-half surge. His
left-handed scoop shot gave the
Wildcats a seven-point lead, at
the time their largest, while
another 3-pointer put them up
54-39 with 14:12 to go.
"We've got the best player on
the team playing his best right
now and that makes us a difficult
team to face," Kentucky's
Antoine Walker said.
Walker had 14 points, 12 in the
first half, and 11 rebounds for
Kentucky. Mark Pope, a
6-foot-10 center, made two
3-pointers for 14 points.
Larry Davis led South Carolina
with 18 points, while Nate Wilbourne and McKie each had 13.

The game was tied 32-all with
seven minutes left in the opening
half when Kentucky took off on a
24-7 run that straddled halftime.
While the Wildcats were streaking, South Carolina missed eight
of 15 shots and committing eight
turnovers during the streak.
Still, the Gamecocks got it to
58-47 with 10 minutes left, when
Kentucky scored the next 19
points. Dclk, who had 29 points
in Kentucky's last victory against
Iona on Dec. 29, had his last
3-pointer and scored seven points
in the burst.
The game had the atmosphere
of an SEC title game and was
even attended by Hootie and the
Blowfish guitarist Mark Bryant.

Wixtlaesday's Genies
Wand° 121. Toronto Ito
Chicago 100. Hanlon NI
Porterd 114, Boston 110. OT
lAterwliee 96. Detroit 12
San AMMO III. Utah 97
indiens 110. LA Clippers 94
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122. Philadelphia ill
Thursday's Games
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al New York, 6 30 p m
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Washngton. 630 pm
34141011 a Miami. 6 30 p m
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Toronto a Atlanta. $30 p in
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Denver * Sacramento. 9 30 M
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Phoenix at IA C.bppers. 930 pm
Utah at LA Laken'. 910 pm
1Annesom at Golden Sims, 930 pm
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Orlando at Cleveland. 530 p.m
Washington at Detroit, 630 p.m
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DMUS al Boston. 6 pm
Atlanta at Na. Jefilly 6 p.m.
Seattle at Na. York 7 p.m
Denver at L.A. takers. 530 pm
lAnrissol• at Portend. 9 p in
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Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING tr
Open
Mon -Fn 7-5, Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Used Utility
•McClain...
FROM PAGE 8
"They realize what it took to
get there," the coach explained.
"Now they know what it takes
to maintain it — a lot of work
in the off-season."
MSU will begin its winter
conditioning on Jan. 18, the
first day of classes for the
spring semester.

Year-End Closeout On
Used 4x4's and 4x2's!
1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x4,cranberry with
gray leather interior, extra sharp, local one owner,
low miles, loaded.

EADERSHIP...

yards.
He was named first-team AllSoutheastern Conference and was
an honorable mention AllAmerican,
Tony Neely, UK sports information director, said unlike in
basketball, once Williams files a
letter with the NFL by Jan. 10,
his eligibility is gone.

1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x2, white with
leather interior, extra nice, local trade-in, one
owner, loaded.

In Commum
In Banking

1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x2,dark green with
leather interior, local one owner, sharp, loaded.
1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x4,cranberry with
gray leather interior, extra nice, one owner, local
trade-in, low miles, loaded.

American Heart
Association..
F VIINV Maul DONS.
and Sfrate

1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x2,dark green with
cloth interior, extra nice, local, one owner trade-in,
low mileage.

The. arejust two ofthe Peoples First or
Calloway COunty bankers who work
&ad to "make a difference"for our
customers and our communi0,. Sally
Hopkins, vice president and
Tommy Rushing, vice president

CPR
can keep
love alive
our

1993Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4,white with
tan leather interior, sharp, low mileage.
1993 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer Tahoe LT 4x4, gray
with gray leather,loaded,one owner,local trade-in,
nice.

Please Support
Your United Way.

1993 Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4,black with
tan leather interior, loaded, local trade-in.
1992 FordExplorer Eddie Bauer 4x4,white with
tan leather, extra nice, loaded, low mileage one
owner, local trade in.

Reaching Those Who Need Help.
Touching Us All.

C

ommitrnent to our community.., and commitment to our customers.

1992 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4, mocha with tan
cloth, one owner, local trade-in.

Our management and staff is made up offolks who sincerely love
their community. You knoW many of their names and faces ... and they
know yours.
Not only are we committed to providing you the best in banking service,
we do whatever we can to make Murray-Calloway County a better place for us
all. Whether it's going the extra mile for a customer..... or leading an
important dvic project.
You can count on our entire staff- at all three Murray offices - to
always be there for you. But more importantly, all of us at Peoples First of
Calloway County are committed
to Leading the Way
In our community.

41

545
In th. Marketplace
Shopping Center in
Lone eat,

WOODCHUCK

1992 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4,two-tone white and
mocha with tan leather interior, extra nice, local
trade-in, good miles.
1992 Ford Explorer Sport 2 Door 4x4, red with
cloth interior, one owner, local trade-in, nice.

0,,t.••

Hard Apple

CIDER
crisper than cooler
non: flavor than beer

1991 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4, white with red
leather interior, one owner, local trade-in.
1991 Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4, blue with
tan leather, local trade-in.

e

Peoples First

115
per quart

1980 Jeep J10, local trade-in.
-a

Ofedloway CounO,

0

9
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753-8355

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

FROM PAGE 8

A

901 Sycamore

PRO BASKETBALL

•Moe...
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Sponsored By

Racers missed 32-of-37 shots in
the first half to trail 40-16 at
halftime. MSU improved to 51
percent &hooting in the second
half, but had dug too deep a hole
to stage a comeback.
For the second-straight game,
sophomore Shonta Hunt led theLady Racers with 17 points.
Seniors Chasity Fields and Stephaine Minor each scored 14.
Telly Hall led Georgia Southern (6-4) with 17 points.
Murray State also suffered at
the free throw line, hitting just 48
percent on 11-of-23 shooting.
MSU was also 0-for-5 from
3-point range.

Start Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MIAMI, Fla. — Murray State's
Lady Racers wrapped up play at
the Florida International Sun and
Fun Classic Wednesday and it
was no day at the beach.
Shooting a woeful 5-of-37
from the field in the first half,
Murray State fell 77-59 to Georgia Southern in Wednesday's
consolation game.
Murray State (3-7) was coming
off of a 33 percent shooting performance in a 75-47 loss to Florida International on Tuesday.
In Wednesday's loss, the Lady

9
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SCOREBOARD 1

Poor shooting hurts
MSU at Sun and Fun

BRIEFS

hes

56
144
133
250
545
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The Spirit Shoppe
Main Office
101 South 4th Street

2X01 1.0ne

Oak Rd • Paducah KY 502554 0943
Opts I am. 10 pm.
Sat. '131 11 pt
,
o

r-r, &

nitersitr office
515 North 1 lth Street

South Side Office
611 South 12th Street

12r
Nual llotrang lender

Member FDIC

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 17,
1995, directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the
United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, at
Paducah, in the action of United States of America, Plaintiff, v.
Charlotte Kay Boyd, Defendant, Civil Action No. 5:95CV-176-J, on
January 23, 1996, at the hour of 2:00 p.m., at the Calloway County
Courthouse door,Murray,Kentucky,I will sell to the highest and best
bidder the following real estate:
Beginning at a stake on the West side of South 13th Street,
290 feet north ofStory Avenue;thence north with South 13th
60 feet to a stake; thence west paralled [sic] to Story Avenue,
122feet to a stake thence south 70 feet, parallel to 13th Street
to a stake; thence east 122 feet to the point of beginning on
South 13th St. Subject to the building restrictions set out in
Deed Book 103,Page 201 as recorded in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office. BEING THE SAME PROPERTY CONVEYED TO CHARLOTTE K. BOYD, A SINGLE PERSON,
BY DEED FROM WALTER D. AND BIANCA BULLARD,
SAID DEED BEING DATED MAY 22, 1989, AND RECORDED IN BOOK 174, PAIGE 912 IN THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY COURT CLERKS OFFICE.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment
in the amount of $38,750.49, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$6,357.43 as of October 25, 1995, plus additional interest which
accru9t1 at the daily rate of $10.3512 from October 25, 1995 until
November 17, 1995 and interest thereafter on said judgment at the
rate of 5.45 percent per annum, until paid, including a subsidy
amount of $12,540.00 from the sale of the property in the event the
property sells for more than the above balance set out herein, plus
costs, disbursements and expenses.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash,or upon a credit ofsixty(60)
days subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:
Fifteen (15%) percent of the purchase price shall be paid in
cash on the day ofsale, with the purchaser to execute a bond
with approved surety payable to the United States Marshal
for the Western District of Kentucky for the balance of the
purchase price, together with interest thereon at the rate of
5.45 percent per annum,said bond being due and payable in
full, together with all accrued interest, within sixth(60)days
from date of sale. The purchaser may prepay the bond at any
time Prior to the expiration ofsixty(60)days from the date of
sale by payment of the balance of the purchase price plus all
interest accrued at the rate of 5.45 percent per annum from
date of sale to the date of payment in full.
The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court, the deed has been approved by the Court, and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said property at the time
ofsale. The rights ofall parties shall attach to the proceeds of the sale
of the real property in the same manner and with the same effort as
they attached to the property prior to the sale.
For: Mark K. Hudson
Charles W. Logsdon
United States Marshal
Western District of Kentucky
114 U.S. Courthouse Building,
Louisville, KY 40202

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
In the matter of: Petition of Lewis Sagmiller and wife, Sharon
Sagmiller, to close an unimproved county road in Calloway County,
Kentucky, pursuant to KRS Section 178.070.
NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a hearing on a petition
by Lewis Sagmiller and wife, Sharon Sagmiller, to close an
unimproved county road as shown on the plat of Unit No. 1, Keniana
Lake Shore Heights Subdivision recorded in Mat Book 3, Page 59 of
the Calloway County Clerk's Office, more particularly described as:

•-•

Legal description ofa tract ofland situated near the Community
of Hamlin, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, as
surveyed by C. Thomas Dowdy, Kentucky Registered Land
Surveyor No. 3222 of 402 Industrial Road, Murray, Kentucky,
and being a part ofthe Northeast Quarter ofSection 2,Township
1, Range 6 East, and being that portion of a 60' wide street
identified as Roberta Lane, on the plat of Keniana Lakeshore
Heights Subdivision, Unit No. 1,as recorded in Plat Book 3,Page
59, Slide
, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 3/4" diameter iron pipe(stove manifold)found at
the intersection ofthe West line of Marguerite Parkway,and the
south line of Roberta Lane at a point on a curve, the northeast
corner of Lot 33 of said Lakeshore Heights Unit 1;
thence, with the south side of Roberta Lane and with the north
side of Lot 33, south 39° 50' 56" west 201.82 to a 3/4" diameter
iron pipe found, the northwest corner of Lot 33 and in the east
line. of a 25.1377 acre tract formerly owned by Anna Marie
Thornberg Schill and recently conveyed to John Lane;
thence, with the westend ofRoberta Lane,north 57° 34'15" west
60.50' to an angle point in the north line of Roberta Lane;
thence, with the north line of Roberta Lane, north 39° 50' 56"
east, passing through a 3/4" iron pipe found at 40.00' (the
southwest corner ofLot 34),for a distance of221.69'to a 3/4"iron
pipe found in the west line of MargueritsPark way,the southeast
corner of Lot 34;
thence,30'from the centerline ofMarguerite Parkway,along the
arc of a curve to the left having a radius of 110.86', an arc
distance of62.00';the chord of which bears south 38° 47' 19" east
61.19' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 12,880.26 square feet, or 0.2957 acres.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT

NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a hearing on a petition by
Tracy Slemmer and spouse Dorothy Slemmer to close an unimproved
county road as shown on the plat of Section "II" Mood River Estates
Subdivision recorded in Deed Book 105, Page 631 of the Calloway
County Court Clerk's office, more particularly described as:

Beginning at a point on the east right-of-way of an Un-named,
Unimproved County Road (35' Ft/W), said point being the
southwest corner of Lot 31 of said subdivision;
THENCE South 78 degrees 35 minutes 22 seconds West for a
distance of 37.20 feet with a line being marked as the end of
county maintenance of the above referenced Un-named County
Road to a point on the west right-of-way of the Un-named,
Unimproved Road,said point being on the east line ofLot5ofthe
Boundary Survey of the Everett Messinger property and the
southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
THENCE North 03 degrees 35 minutes 28 seconds West for a
distance of 174.77 feet with the east line of Lot 5 of the Everett
Messinger property to a concrete TVA Monument #44-4A
(found), said monument being a point on the east line ofthe TVA
property;
THENCE North 02 degrees 27 minutes 00 seconds West for a
distance of31.65 feet with the TVA property to a steel fence post
(TVA 44-49 found), said post being the northwest corner of the
herein described tract of land;
THENCE North 88 degrees 44 minutes 25 seconds East for a
distance of 35.03 feet with the South line ofTVA to a point, said
point being the northwest corner of Lot 32 of Section "B" Blood
River Estates Subdivision and the northwest corner of the
herein described tract of land;
THENCE South 03 degrees 26 minutes 18 seconds East for a
distance of 184.68 feet with the west lines of Lots 32 and 31 of
said subdivision to a point;
THENCE along a curve to the left having a radius of 66.70 feet
and an arc length of 15.32 feet, being subtended by a chord of
South 10 degrees 01 minutes 08 seconds East for a distance of
15.29 feet with the west line of Lot 31 of said subdivision to the
point of beginning.
Together with easements and subject to covenants, easements,
and restrictions of record.
Said unimproved county road does not provide access to any property
owner abutting the road.
Notice of the road closing and a written report of the findings of two
(2) viewers and the County Road Engineer will be performed in
accordance with K.R.S. § 178.070.

The Fiscal Court of the County of Calloway, Kentucky("County")
gave first reading on December 27,1995,and announced its intention
to give second reading and adopt the following Ordinance on January
11, 1996:
AN ORDINANCE OF THE FISCAL COURT OF THE COUNTY
OF CALLOWAY,KENTUCKY RATIFYING AND APPROVING
PREVIOUS ACTIONS AND AUTHORIZING THE LEVY OF A
SPECIAL VOTED JAIL TAX OF NOT MORE THAN EIGHT
CENTS(80)ON EACH $100 OF ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY AS APPROVED BY THE VOTERS OF THE COUNTY ATTHE GENERAL ELECTION HELD
ON NOVEMBER 7, 1995.
The Ordinance ratifies previous actions ofthe County through the
-iidoption of Ordinance No. 95-1, adopted on January 24, 1995 and
amended on February 9,1995,and a Resolution adopted by the Fiscal
Court on October 19, 1995 relating to the submission to the voters of
the County the question ofwhether said voters were for or against the
levy of a special voted jail tax of not more than 84 on each $100 of
assessed value of real and personal property subject to County
taxation.
The Ordinance recites that the results ofthe General Election held
on November 7, 1995 indicated that 4,488 voters voted for the levy of
said special voted tax and 2,890 voters voted against said levy.
The Ordinance ratifies the authorization of the special voted jail
tax and authorizes the Sherifftolevy and collect said special voted jail
tax as a separate item on the regular County ad valorem tax bills for
the year 1996 based upon the January 1,1996 assessment at the rate
of 8•1 on each $100 of assessed value of real and personal property
subject to County taxation.
The Ordinance requires that the special voted jail tax be held
separate and apartfrom all other taxes and remitted to the County by
the Sheriff for deposit in the "Jail Construction, Operation and
Maintenance Fund" established by Ordinance No. 95-1.
The Ordinance provides that the special voted jail tax should be
levied and collected only so long as the Calloway County Public
Properties Corporation First Mortgage Revenue Bonds payable
therefrom and issued on behalf of the County to finance new
detention facilities remain outstanding and unpaid; upon the
complete payment of said Bonds, the Fiscal Court shall enact an
Ordinance repealing said tax.
The Ordinance officially repeals the insurance license fee which
was authorized in the alternative in the event the special voted jail
tax was not approved.
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The Ordinance ratifies the establishment of the special "Jail
Construction, Operation and Maintenance Fund" to be used only to
meet the cost of construction, operation and maintenance of new
detention facilities.
The Ordinance is to take effect from and after its passage and the
publication of a Summary thereof as required by law.
A copy of the Ordinance is available in the office of the County
-Clerk. This Summary was prepared by David L. Harrington,
Calloway County Attorney.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY
By s/ Ray Coursey, Jr.
Clerk

The public hearing will be held at the Weaks Community Center,
during the meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court on January
11, 1996.

n2n
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Dated this 14th day of December, 1995.
Notice
J.D. Williams
Calloway County Judge Executive

ORDINANCE NUMBER 95-1068
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain tract of
land located at 1101 Glendale Road, Murray, Kentucky,from R-2(single-family residential) to R-4 (multi-family residential).
Adopted by the Murray City Council December 28, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

4.5 acres of dark
fired tobacco for
cash lease.Submit
per acre bid, name
and phone number
to P.O. Box 221,
Murray, KY 42071.
Deposit required
upon acceptance
with remainder to
be paid when lease
completed. Bids
kept confidential.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 95-1069
An ordinance accepting for maintenance the
public right-of-ways, streets and utilities
located in the Brandwood Villa, Unit II.
- Adopted by the Murray City Council December 28, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Grass
City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 title 15, chapter 156,
section 156 of the code of ordinances of the
-City of Murray, Kentucky, as it pertains to
general zone and district regulations.

J.D. Williams
Calloway County Judge Executive

SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE

The closing of the unimproved county road will in no way inconvenience the public.

Notice ofthe road closing and a written report ofthe findings oftwo
(2) viewers and the County Road Engineer will be performed in
a ordance with KRS Section 178.070.

Dated this 14th day of December 1995.

A Public Hearing will be held Thursday, January 11, 1996, at 1:30
p.m.in the auditorium of the Weaks Community Center during the
regular meeting ofthe Calloway County Fiscal Court.This hearing is
concerning the following ordinance.

A 0.165 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity
Engineering, Inc. of Murray,Kentucky on June 16, 1995 located
approximately 13 miles northeast of the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky and known as the unimproved
portion ofa 35-foot right-of-way ofan Un-named County Road as
shown on the plat ofS.ection "B" Blood River Estates Subdivision
(recorded in Deed Book 105, Page 631) and being more
particularly described as follows:

ORDINANCE NUMBER 95-1070

The Public hearing will be held at the Weaks Community Center
during the meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court on January
11, 1996, at 1:30 p.m.

PUBLIC REARING

In the matter of: petition of Tracy Slemmer and wife, Dorothy
Slemmer to close an unimproved county road in Calloway County,
Kentucky, pursuant to K.R.S. 178.070

Said unimproved county road does not provide access to any
property owner abutting the road.

The closing of the unimproved county road will in no way
inconvenience the public.

NOTICE

Adopted by the Murray City Council December 28, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Over.
bey, City Attorney.

20/20 WITHOUT GlassesSafe, rapid, non-surgical,
permanent restoration in
6-8 weeks. Airline pilot developed. Doctor approved.
Free information by mad:
800-422-7320, ext. 395,
406-961-5570 or Fax
406-961-5577. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For ire*
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local claim service

GRAY'S Flea Market, 609
S. 4th (basement). 10% to
50% off storewide. Antiques, new & used furniture,
glassware Also pigs, Indians, cows, unicorns, eagle figurines. New & used
tools, toys & appliances.
Phone 753-7047.
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment dolling. $1.00 Buys mons,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Readings by apALTERATIONS, Ruth's TARROT
pointment
only.
See & Sew. 753-6981.
502-362-0704.

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid In advance).
Rote Effective AprIl 1. 1995

Cal 753-1916 tot details.

HALEY'S
,:,11g19Puck

LTA Rental

Tapes

clarion* ays
u.

ILA ILDI,

41:7I

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
l•

Dixieland Center

and Sales

Cars. Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Have Mop
Churches
Carpet

/ ALPINE.
•Nxidadrosgab.

Notice

Upholstry
Bonded
Owner
Beverly DeVries

Will Travel

'WU

Residential
,Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping
Waxing
Etc.

502-436-2663
The Total Cleaning Service

763-0113

•
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"
!
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Notice
HUDSON'S W•stern
Store now having after
ChrtSOTtall sale! Located 10
miles east on 94 753-4545

COUNTER Person, day
shift Apply 111 person, TJ s
806 Chestnut St No phone
please

MORTGAGE, ANNUITY,
LOTTERY- Get cash now!
Colonial Financial, the naDonwide leader SWIM 1984
1-800-969-1200, ext 50

DENTAL Hygienist, part to
full ome Marshall/ Callo
way Send resume to 1653
Calloway St Murray Ky
42071

TENDERS pet sitting &
house sitting service
753-6147 Don't forget to
include us in your vacation
plans

DRIVER Fact Driver sets
facoon 5,1 priority! One of
the best overall packages
and youngest fleets on the
street Call Burlington Motor Carriers 800-JOINBMC EOE

050
Lod
And Found

GRAND OPENING Inter
national Marketing Company expanding in West Ky
area seelung high energy
people Call Melissa
502-527.7722
HOME TYPISTS. PC users
needed $45,000 income
Call
potential
18005134343 Ext B
8155

DRIVERS $36,000+
yearly, up to 36ctsimi be
home every 9-12 days, free
medical, dental, retirement
$1,000 tarp, $500 safety
bonus Assigned tractors
Hornady Truck Line
800-648-9664

$100 REWARD! Bird dog,
white with liver spots Distinctive surgical scar on
right side Male Lost behind Green Plains Church
area 753-0555

DRIVERS Experienced
OTR Tired of long hours
and low pay'? Earn up to
$40-55,000/yr and top benefits with Roehl QualLOST: White & Black comm Drop and swap
Pointer, east of Elm Grove 48/53' van or flatbed 95%
Church community. Re- no touch Sign on bonus
ward! Call 753-5036 or Talk to our drivers! Driver753-6277.
trainers and teams welcome 1-800-467-6345

FEMALE Beagle dog lost
on Oven St, child's pet If
found call 753-8695
Reward!

ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
ACT NOWI Environmental
Marketing Company is experiencing rapid growth.
Looking for highly motivated individuals to help
with expansion. Call
502-527-5308, ask for
Lora.
COMMUNITY Rep. Flexible hours, free training.
Greet people in your community, represent businesses, make money and enjoy! Call 800-428-5068.
Welcome Wagon Intl Inc
E0E.
COMPANY seeking dependable service technician for office equipment.
Electronic & mechanical
ability required. Send resume to: P.O.Box 938,
Benton, Ky 42025.

WANTED

DRIVERS-OTR Still at
home? Our drivers we on
the road! If you want to be
and want the option of no
northeast freight and no
touch freight, call today!
Great health and dental,
home every 6-10 days Minimum 23, lyear OTR,
CDL, w/HazMat 1-800848-0405. Paschall Truck
Lines, Inc An EEO
employer.
DRIVERS, Regional
Flatbed- New pay scale!
Home every weekend and
more Late model conventionals, family medical/
dental Paid vacations
Wabash Valley. Phone applications accepted Call
800-246-6305.
DRIVERS Solo & Teams,
$2,000 sign on. Top teams
earn $103,000+, major
benefits/motel & deadhead
pay. Driving school grads
welcome. Convenant
Transport 800-441-4394.
call
Students
800-338-6428
EARN up to 11000's
weekly processing mail.
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation. Send self
addressed starnped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial DU
No, 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803.

Skilled
Industrial
Electricians
Excellent wage
and fringe benefit package.
1-800-335-0324

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

HOME WORKERS urgently needed to help us in
our business Rush LSAE
to Prime Data, 381 E Oak
Dr, Buchanan TN, 38222

SPINET/Console piano for
sale Less than one year
old Still under warranty
Payments available with
good credit Can be seen
locally by calling
1-803-635-7611

WANTED Homebrew supplies Bottles ferrnentcxs,
etc Von 354-9099

INFORMATION SYS- WOULD like to buy used
TEMS POSITION AVAIL- din bike 125cc to 250.:x
ABLE Local firm seeking Call 753-7050
an individual to work in the
I/5 department Required
150
qualifications include
Articles
AS400 experience,
For Saki
RPG400 experience, and
12FT sheets of fiberglass
computer related degree
PC knowledge a plus Ex- as low as $3isheet Other
kinds also Paschall's Salcellent benefit package
Please send resume to In- vage V. mike from Hazel
formation Systems Mana- 498-8964
ger, P 0 Box 790, Murray,
PAY phones for sale,
Ky 42071
used 6rno excellent condiJANITOR position avail- tion, $450/ea 489-2973
able, 10-15hrs per week,
STEEL building Some
local business Send appliblemished panels
cation to P 0 Box 1040 R
40'x30'xl 2' was $6,300 will
42071
Ky
Murray,
sell for $2,930 Also
MATURE, loving woman 1-50'x75'x18' $7.939
needed to babysit one child Open ends, guaranteed
sarts,
in my home, Monday- complete
Friday, 8-5 or 3 days a 800-292-0111.
week Excellent pay (ne- COMMERCIAL tanning
gotiable with light house- beds, 759-4713.
keeping duties) Nonsmoker preferred Excel- FOR Sale 8 drawer dresslent references a must
ers, wood chairs, niteSend information to stands, student desk, ref,
P 0.Box 1040 K, Murray, ranges, washers & dryers.
Ky 42071
Hand stripping, refinishing
repair of wood furniture_
&
WEEKEND waitress
George Hodge, 806 Colneeded for Ann's Country
dwater Rd.
Kitchen Apply in person
P. Carseat, Kolcraft douWILDLIFE/ F
stroller, Apnca stroller,
ble
CONSERVATION JOBS
Cosco quiet time .baby
Game wardens, security,
swing Fold away crib, ideal
maintenance, etc No exp
for Grandparent's house.
For
necessary Now Hiring
All in excellent condition.
into call 219-794-0010 ext
Cradle & All (The Village),
7150 8am to 10pm, 7days
641 N. next to Cain's Jeep.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CALL Linda 759-9553 Wil
clean home or office
LICENSED in home daycare provider has full-time
& part-time openings, meals furnished 489-2050
RESIDENTIAL house
cleaning. References, Call
Joy at 7t5-1741 after 5pm
or leave message
WILL clean houses, rea
sonable rates, references
437-4064

14x45 NEAR MSU Rettig,
stove, microwave couch
chairs, dryer, lamp end
Call
a/c
table
502 898 2670 leave
message

1989 BUCCANEER on
bock foundation 3br, 2
bath fireplace, all ap
pliances Outbuilding v4/
Miscellaneous
elec paved driveway
A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN 753-7086
MARRIAGE- Gatlinburg's
Series
original wedding chapels 1994 MANSION
16x80 2br, 2
(Since 1980) Photogra- mobile home,
phy, music, flowers, limos, bath vinyl siding, shingle
gas & air, with
iacuzzi suites, fireplaces roof, central
Weddings for any budget out-building $27,500
Taylor 753-1052
Ed
Rev.
800-346-2779
2BR Mobile home on good
Call WilFLORDIA- Sunny sw coast lot. only $12,000
5086
Naples, Marco Island, Van- son Realty, 753

=••

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. u leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings

110
InstructIce

If you're a registered nurse who's pre-

sently inactive, this couldn't be a better time
to return to nursing. And MCCH welcomes
you back with the R.N. Re-entry Program, a
new opportunity designed with your needs in
mind.
The R.N. Re-entry Program accommodates your schedule. Refresher courses
tailored to your needs, flexible schedules
available and the special fulfillment that only
comes from caring for others. Experience
again the rewards and the satisfaction.
Set your sights. You may have left
nursing, but nursing hasn't left you. The R.N.
Re-entry Program is the ideal way of familiarizing yourself with new technologies,
while utilizing all the skills you have. The
best of both worlds. Refresh your skills and
return to bedside nursing. Become a member of a family that prides itself on commitment to quality care. If it sounds like the
answer, call Lyn Ryan, Nurse recruiter, for
more information.

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319
Imual I Ippo'fluent,
Empllovvr

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

SUBSTITUTE teacher wil
tutor middle school and
high school students in English, social studes, science, literature, etc. Call
759-4169 ask for Tracey
120
Computers

derbilt, Bonita & Ft Myers
beaches Home/condo rentals Week/month Goa/
tennis January discounts'
Bfuebill
Brochure
1-800-237-2010

'89 BUCHANEER 26x56
nice 3br, 2 bath, central air,
all electric, on % acre lot
489-2049 or 767-0715
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing.
equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Financial. 800-895-1900 Nation's leading mobile home
lender

'GET MARRIED"- Smoky
Mountains Beautiful affordable weddings Photosgraphs, flowers complete
arrangements large or
small, Christian services
lovely gazebo and elegant
chapel, lodging no test or WE move Mobile Homes
for the public Today's
waiting 800-893-7274
Home, Benton, Ky
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN' 502-527-5645
Be married in a magnificent
new mountaintop chapel
280
surrounded by trees and
Mobile
Smoky Mountain views' No
Homes For Rent
blood test, no waiting per2BR, 2 bath, central gas
iod' 1-800-729-4365
heat Available now,
WEDDINGS. Old- $290/mo Coleman Real
fashioned candlelite cere- Estate, 753-9898
monies. Smoky Mountains
Chapel, overlooking river, 2BR, stove & refrig furnnear Gatlinburg. Horse- ished, large lot storage
drawn carriage, cabins, ja- building $210 plus deposit
cuzzis. Ordained ministers 437-4386
Complete arrangements
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
No test or waiting. Heartelectric or gas Walking dis
land 800-448-VOWS
lance to college 753-5209
(8697).

WEDDING SPECIAL.
Pretty chapel in the Smokies. Romantic, affordable,
traditional candlelight,
music, video, heart jacuzzi
Pigeon Forge/
$199.00.
HARLEQUIN Romance
No blood test or
books for sale, CHEAP' Gatdinburg.
waiting, ordained minister
Call 759-9215
800-408-8577
LARGE stock lumber. Vinyl
270
floor covering. Bargain
Mobile
prices Paschall's Salvage
Homes For Sale
mile from Hazel.
A
498-8964.
1992 14x70, CLAYTON
LOG HOMES. Design ser- home, 2br, 2 baths, apvices Free brochure. Hon- pliances, central h/a,
est Abe Log Homes, 3855 treated deck, garden tub.
Clay County Highway, Bought new, family exDept CK, Moss Tennessee panded. Must sell,
38575 800-231-3695.
$17,000. 436-2719.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
20 lb. Cyclinder
Supply Co 489-2722

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

Business
Rentals
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

L.P. GAS SPECIAL

STEEL BUILDINGS:
Winter sale Painted walls,
5,000+ sizes 30.x40'x10',
$4,937; 40'x60'xl 4',
$8,753; 50'x60'xl 4',
$10,262; 50'x100'x16',
$15,520; 60'x80'x14',
$13,929, 60'x100'x16',
$17,450. Free brochures.
Sentinel Buildings,
800-327-0790.
WHITE wedding dress and
veil, worn once & sealed
Call 753-4603
WOLFF tanning beds. Tan
at home. Buy direct and
save! Commercial or home
units from $199. Low
monthly payments Free
monthly payments, Free
color catalog Call today
800-842-1305.

386DX, 33mhz, 2mb ram
I 20mbhd, including printer,
Panasonic KXP1123
$400 759-2067
ANNOUNCINGI POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
H P Desk Jet printer,
550C, inkjet printer, black/
color 753-5376
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Phce have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $5 94 and tops off at $8 58 Full benefits are available after a short

56'
5900

ESTATE Sale: Dying room,
dining room, bedroom furniture, bedding, dishes,
small tables, blankets.
Oaks Estate area.
753-6849 after 4.

B & B Brokers, Inc.
Suburban Propane
701 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY

753-4389
(after hours 753-1376)
Delivery & Pickup Available For Small Fee.

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

I

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

Center
Best Home Dealer
Your Volume
8 Locations

165
Antiques
10% SALE thru Jan 15.
Benton Antiques, 103 W.
13th St, Benton, Ky.
527-5424
190
Farm
Equipment
1979 AAASSEY Ferguson
245 diesel with plow, bush
hog, grader box, 3 pt hitch,
seeder & 2 row cultivator
753-8487 after 5pm
686 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, asking $7250, good
condition 753-4545.

GUNS for Sale New &
Used, rifles, shotguns, pistols, muzzleloaders, ammo
and accessories Large
selection of guns in stock
Firearms,
B H B
436-2980, if no answer
please leave message
210

If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers. contact

Fkewood

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD and tree ser
vice 436-2562
FIREWOOD 753-9375

28x52 Double Wide
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath $272.48 per month
Price includes delivery, set-up & central air.
Hwy. 641 South
Paris, TN

901-644-7155

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates- Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
FEMALE
MALE
$9 20
$11 61
age 50
10 96
14 18
age 55

age
age
age
age

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
13 09
17 50
60
15 54
21 78
65
19 33
27 31
70
26 18
38 77
75
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

••••
•••••- .10

53000

100 lb. Cylinder

Complete indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

waiting penod

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
STORAGE available all
Neon Beach
sizes
753 3853

240

30 lb. Cylinder
EXCELLENT PROFITS,
home
og
wholesalers. Join proven
18yr log manufacturer. 16
Kiln-dried log styles, starting $9800. Exclusive territBuck
Mr.
ory.
800-321-5647, Old-Timer
L.. Homes.

Ikeisereses
Rentals

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Misled

WANTED Beatles Albums
on The Phillips, Veejay or
MGM label 1963-1964
Call 753-6980 after 4pm

300

270

Ward
To Buy

11
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Apartments
For Rent

INSTEAD of a hotel room
how about a fully furnished
lakefront home'? $40 per
night monthly discounts
available Paradise Resort
436-2767

992 CAMARO Anniver
swy Edition Rally Soon
V6 auto, ac, pis. p,d1 pnv
tilt, cruise & cassette 60xxx
miles Red & white extra
sharp' $8500 -Lawson Mo
tor Sales 753 6851

NEAR MSU 2br with *rid
hookup, ceiling fans. stove
& refrigerator furnished
$325.1mo lease. deposit &
references required
753 1059

1,2,3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
NICE 2br stove & refrig
75 3 1 25 2
pets
furnished 12 miles north
days 753-0606 after 5pm
west of Murray, $300 plus
1BR, Apt, North 4th St deposit 437 4386
$185/mo No pets, deposit
required 753-8848 before
360
For Rent
apm
Or Lease
apt
1BR furnished
$200imo plus deposit no CREEKVIEW Self storage
pets 121 N next to fair warehouses on Center
grounds 753-3139
Drive behind Shoney s
$40/mo 759-4081
$20
downnear
1 OR 2br apts
town Murray 753-4109
370
28R near campus AvailLivestock
able Jan 15th No pets
& Supplies
753-5980
THOROUGHBRED race
3BR stove & refrigerator, horses Moving must sell
central gas h/a Behind Uni- Retiring from sport Top
versity Barber Shop 105 N breeding 901 644-2451
16th No pets $450 plus
deposit Days, 753-1953 or TIMOTHY & Red Top
Square bales $2/bale
nights, 753-0870
753-5592
2br.
no
$290/mo.
APT
pets, 1104 Pogue
753.3415, 753-0409
Pets
& Supplies
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
1704 Oakhill Dr 1400/mo 2 FEMALE AKC Reg Ro
lease, deposit no pets tweilers, 5wks old
753-2392 days, 753-0779 489-2038
evenings & weekends
AKC FEMALE German
FEMALE roommate Shepherd Black/cream
wanted to share quiet 2yrs old $125 382-2485
apartment 753-6898
DOG obedience classes or
GARAGE Apt 404 So 8th private Serving Murray 14
St $200/mo, no pets
years 436-2858
759-4771

1992 MIATA excellent
condition low mileage
502 24 7 524 3 days
502 328 8728 nights
1994 BLACK T Bad 20xxx
mi excellent condition 1
owner, all power. $13.500
753 8809 or after 5pm
753 9038
1994 DODGE Intrepid
dark blue 34xxx miles
753 3190
1994 SATURN 24xxx
miles. excellent $11,250
489 2973
1995 BERETTA V6 auto
ac pis p,d1 cruise 22xxx
mi, with factory warranty
Lawson Motor Sales
$11700 753 6851
77 CORDOBA good condition, $600 Call Dan
474-8325
'82 FORD Mustang 5 0
Special order, Sap factory
t-tops, silver wired interior,
hatchback New rebuilt
stock engine new rebuilt
trans dual exhaust, ground
effects runs excellent
$6,000 firm Serious inquiries only Call after 6pm
474-8340
CORVETTES 1953 to
1993 Over 1501 One location' Mostly 1972 & older
catalog
Free
fax
419-592-5086
419-5924242 Proteam,
Box 606 Napoleon, Ohio
4-3545 Corvettes wanted'

KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Wesdy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included. rent based on in- 2 ACRES north of Murray
come 65 & older, or handi- 489 2049 after 5pm
cap & disabled Equal
ACREAGE for sale, 5A to
Housing Opportunity
275A, owner financing,
502-354-8888
759 4713
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for HALEY Appraisals Bob
1, 2 and 3br apartments Haley, state certified
Phone 759-4984 Equal 759-4218
Housing Opportunity
KOPPERUD Realty has
MURRAY Manor Apart- buyers waiting to purchase
If
ments now accepting appli- homes-all price ranges
sellingcations for 1-2br apart you are thinking of
ments Apply in person contact one of our courteprofessional
1 30pm 4pm, Mon -Fri, ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
1409 Dusgiud Dr
by office at 711 Main St
NICE 2br Apt, good location, deposit & lease No
pets Call 759-9439
NICE 2br tn-plex 1413 Hillwood, $350,mo lease, deposit, no pets 753-2392
days, 753-0779 eveniongs
& weekends
NICE 2br, I bath, Duplex,
central gas h/a, $450/mo,
1mo deposit, 1yr lease No
pets Call 753-2905.
753-7536
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity

195
vans
1991 CHEVROLET Astro
CL, p/s p/b, a/c am/fm
cassette, abs, 67xxx miles
753-2935

1971 % TON Chevy
pickup 753-8555
1988 CHEVY Scottsdale
350, auto a/c, pis, p/b.
120,xxx mi, $6000
753-13341
1989 WRANGLER 4x4
41xxx mi, off road package
red extra sharp' $8900
Lawson Motor Sales
753-6851

1992 CHEVY 1500 ext cab
stepside 1992 GMC 2500
15 ACRES near Ky Lake, ext cab
ton 4 wheel
woods road frontage, re- drive 437-4393
duced to $16,950 Easy
terms 759-1922
1994 CUSTOMIZED
Chevy pickup stepside.
LAKEFRONT Community Burgandy & red 15xxx
Clearancel Free color bromiles, $16,800 1992
chure of estate size home- Dodge Dually ext cab.
access
lake
w/private
sites
Cummins turbo diesel, 5sp,
in Kentucky 1 to 11 AC
red & white 62xxx
loaded.
from $4,900 Excellent fimiles, $16.500 firm
nancing, 800-858-1323, 435-4003
ext 6720
1994 JEEP Cherokee
Country, 33xxx miles
hunter green, tan interior,
$14,500 753-1052
3BR, 177 baths, brick, new
1 TON Chevy, w/Lincoin
central gas heat, hardwood
torches & vises
welder,
RE,
floors Coleman
etc Days 753-6475, nights
753-9898
753-9918
NEW 3br, upper 70's, all
'74 DATSUN 2 wheel drive
city utilities, outside city limYellow, 4sp good work
its 753-3672
truck Just needs tune-up &
NEW all brick, 3br, 2 bath, brakes, $500 Call after
whirlpool, gas fireplace, 2 6pm 474-8340
car garage large deck, corner of Lee & Carol St
S10
753-8856 or pager
742-4985
Campers

TAKE a brand new look at
Hilldale Apts, 64 Hilldale
Ln, Hardin, Ky We now
have 2 bedroom apartments available, central air/
heat, lots of closet space.
carpeting, appliances furnished Handicap accessible Call 437 4113 today or
come by and talk to Rita
about applying Office
hours Monday Friday,
7 30am-3 30pm Equal
remodeled
Housing Opportunity RECENTLY
in excellent
TDDI 1-800 545 1833 ext older home
neighborhood 3 Bed287
rooms. 2 baths, approx
1900 sq ft, 2 fireplaces
hardwood floors, big
kitchen, Ir. den Major appliances stay, $91,500
28R, I Bath. stove & refrig 753-9004
furnished, gas heat, no
pets, $325/mo, Imo deposit, 6mos lease Call
753-2905, 753-7536
2BR, house for rent,
Z$350/mo with deposit No
pets, near University Call
753-8981, if no answer
leave message

1985 HONDA 125, 3
wheeler, electric start, 1
owner, perfect condition
753-4364

1991 4x4 BIG Bear, 350
300 S 12TH St, $400/mo, Yamaha Days 753-6475
and 208 S 12th St. nights 753-9918
$600/mo 753-3415
3BR, 1 bath, with stove &
refng, no pets, year lease,
deposit & references re- 1984 NISSAN 300ZX, new
quired. 375/rno Available paint, good mechanically,
Feb, 5 minutes North of $4500 obo 753-4033 beMurray 759-4826
fore 3pm, 492-6110 after
3BR 1 bath home in Col 3pm
dwater $500/mo plus de- 1985 DODGE Daytona
posit Call Scarlett, Turbo, great cond, new
753-1492
clutch- compressor.
3BR, 2 bath, bock home, $3,000 Call 753-2215 after
Sedalia area, rent $450, 6 or leave message
sec dep $400 Call 1988 HONDA Prelude SI,
502-223-0855 after 5 30pm black, loaded $3750
or day 502-564-4677, ext 436-2778
247 ask for Jill King
1989 CAMARO RS, white,
3BR brick, redecorated, new tires, $4350
clean, no pets $385/mo
489-2973
753-6931
1989 MAZDA 929 After
4BR,2 bath, available now, 5pm 753-3358
central h/a, $600/mo Col
lege students oh Lease & 1989 OLDSMOBILE Cutdeposit required Coleman lass Supreme, loaded,
Real Estate 753-9898
sharp Call 753-2206
LARGE 4br house w/ample
parking, 17, baths, avail
able 1 1 96 $500/mo
762-4483 8am 4pm

1991 NISSAN Pathfinder,
5sp , loaded, low miles, excellent condition Call
753-93361 after 4

1976 CHAMPION mobo
home Newly remodeled
very dean excellent condition 436-5464

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured. Full line of equip
ment, Free estimates TIrn
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray. Cello
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A and A Lamb's gutter
cleaning, leaf raking
mulching. hauling, tree
trimming, mowing Free es
436-5791,
timates
436-2528
AFFORDABLE Quality
Service you'll be proud of
Building remodeling, roof
ing, vinyl siding porches
and decks Speaaling in
custom firoodwork Free
estimates Call 759-4441
ALL wound hauling, junk
dean up, mulching, raking
tree work Reasonable
rules, Joe 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
reture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
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510 someis

Expectant moms can receive care

5.30
Sarvias•
Mead

Cortaro/
4
STONE MASON All types
of stonework, pauos, walls
veneers for buildings. ect
Also beck paving, many
types of stone available
Call' for a quote ask for
Tom or Rodney 759-4512
APPLIANCE SERVICE *.
Kenmore Westinghouse SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- Removal Insured with full
BOBBY line of equipment Free es
perience
HOPPER 436-5848
timates Day or night
BACKHOE SERVICE 753-5484
BRENT ALLEN septic tank THE Gutter Co Seamless
installation repair. replace- aluminum gutters. vinery
ment 759-1515
of colors Licensed, inEstimate available
sured
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system drive- 759-4690
ways. hauling foundations.
etc 759-4664

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455

BACKHOE SERVICE
Complete foundations masonry & concrete
R H Nesbitt Co 492-8516,
pager 742-8516
BOBS Plumbing Repair &
Carpentry Service Decks,
porches patios, and remodeling All work guaranteed 436-5832 or
753-1134
CARPENTER, Electric.
Roofing 436-5007
CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Serving Murray since 1971
Call Lee's 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
arid etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436-5560
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734
DRAIN King Repair leaks,
rod lines, remove tree
roots Same day service
436-2654
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetim*
warranty. tan beige, white,
grey 492-8488
GET your home ready for
spring by having your
leaves raked, gutters
cleaned trees trimmed and
minor home repairs
753-9678
GILBERTS Repair Service
Glass mirror, screens
436-5733
HANDYWORKiodd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Just give us a call
759-1184
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling
additions, roofing, siding.
free estimates 436-2269
LAMB Brothers Tree Service. stump removal, spraying Licensed & insured,
estimates
Free
50 2 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 .
1-800 548 5262
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
stump removal & light hauling 436-2269
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Furniture • carpets •
spot removal • tree estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
LICENSED Master Plumber Competent & reasonable 753-8663
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair,. including unthawing water
lines Reasonable rates,
502 437-4545
PLUMBING repairs fast
service 436 5255
SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
STRADER Roofing Service 40 Years experience
Local roofer, 474-8715
Hardin

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days la
advaace!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertise= are req uested to ckedt Ilse first
insertioe of their ads foe
any felrOf. Murray Ledges
& Titres will be teepee,
sible for only on. lacerred Insertion, Any *nor
should he reported tomedistely sio correctioae
Can be

made.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Vinyl siding & replacement
windows Free estimates
bank financing Cole Con
strucoon 502-442-3352
WALTER'S Contracting,
Garald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience free estimates 753-2592
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCRs, camcorders, microwaves Mon-Fri.9-12, 1-5
Free estimates 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates cleaning, $15,
average repair, $30
753-3557

FREE Black/white female
medium size dog Needs
fenced yard 382-2485
FREE male dog to family
with fenced in yard or farm
Real sweet, mid-sized,
black & white mutt Has had
all shots 759-4712

1—Classifieds
I_Office Open-I
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

9s

Purchase District Health Department would like to introduce our
newest health care program. Under
the direction of Purchase District
Home Health, we have developed a
Perinatal Home Visiting Program.
The program is committed to
providing comprehensive care in
the home, under a physician's orders, to expectant moms. This helps
to insure a healthy pregnancy and
outcome. Areas of service available
include prenatal services, early discharge services, skilled newborn
services and high risk antepartum
home care for those with complications of pregnancies. The prenatal
home visits are not intended to
replace appointments with the doctor. Rather, they are designed to
supplement physicians care for those patients with special needs. One

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Earth's average surface temperature climbed last year to the highest level in the history of record
keeping, The New York Times
reported today.
That preliminary conclusion by
the British Meteorological Office
and the University of East Anglia
also bolstered expert opinion that
the burning of fossil fuels is
warming the climate, the Times

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor

• Drop by and see our showroom
Mark Harmon rescued two teen409 SUNBURY MaRRAY iBsond Bunny Bread)
from a burning car, using a
agers
753.55140
to break the winsledgehammer
.46-'111"1*

dows before pulling the boys to
safety.
The car burst into flames Wednesday night after crashing
through a fence and into a tree
near Harmon's home in Brentwood, said fire department
spokesman Brian Humphrey.
Harmon, who played a doctor
on NBC's medical drama "St.
Elsewhere" from 1983 to 1986,
ran from his house to help and
rescued the teens before authorities arrived. A neighbor had
called the fire department.
"He was there almost immedi-

Parrish
Roofing
Residential Homes
& •
Mobile Homes
Free Estimates - Licensed & Bonded
Route 2 Box 13, Murray, KY 42071
Home
759-1890

said.
The net result of hot and cold
spells around the planet has made
last year the warmest since scientists began recording such measurements in 1856.
The average temperature in
1995 was 58.72 degrees Fahrenheit, according to the British
data, or seven-hundredths of a
degree higher than the previous
record, established in 1990.

Harmon's phone number was
not listed and he couldn't immediately be reached for comment.
Local TV stations said the actor
didn't want to comment.

Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets )1 Vanities
Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us gjve your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
Taw Us Yeas ifraseernenLe-- Wei Build TO SW Tots Needs.'

RIDAY,JANUARY'5, I99
(For your personalized daily Jcane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill y'ou 99
cents a minute.)

Unfinished Oak Furniture

753-0961

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE

Green
Bui[ding Contractors, Inc.
FREE Eatimatos: 753-8343

NExT YEAR: You can expect

A

km play your cards
great things
right. Be up-front about your goals.
Woirk hard, then enjoy the rewards
of your resourcefulness. An
excitable, restless person will enter
vour life. spurring you to try new
things. A homantic alliance that has
stood the test of time vi ill prove
longer-lasting than a sudden fierce
attraction). Be caretul n()t to mistake
infatuation for true love. A child's
happiness depends on your making
wise choice..
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAV: dir&tor Diane Keaton.
dance great Alvin .Ailev. legendary
botanist George Washington- Carver.
and me!
ARIES March 21-Amil
Your ins estments take a turn for the
how,. An out-of-town isnot- brings
welcome news. Although a IleVt joh
offer is tempting. ph.I can do better
hy staying put. Ask I'm more responsihilit.
TM RI'S April 20-May 201:
Antarnism could suddenly surface
in a business situation. Keep negiitiallow, IOW -keThut ask top dollar tor
sour ser‘ ices. Simi a IleVt project
ith confidence. VIPs %Y am to hack

weekend. Dwelling on all the things
that could go wrong with a project.
would he a mistake. Move ahead
with confidence.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
event Von have your heart set on.
could suddenly be canceled. An
after-work meeting may -promise
more than it delivers. Avoid fretting:
you will get another chance! Avoid

FREE ESTIMATES

502-759-9381

Available in LP or Natural Gas

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Custom
CABINETS

8 WOODWORKING

Holland Motor Sales
st.
753-4461

.
-••••011.11111■11111..r

prostitute.

Joan Allen won for best
supporting actress for her role
as Pat Nixon in "Nixon" and
Don Cheadle won for best supporting actor for his role as a
psychotic killer in "Devil in a
Blue Dress."
Other winners announced
Wednesday were "Clueless"
for best screenplay; "Devil in
a Blue Dress" for cinematography; "Wild Reeds," a
coming-of-age film about a
group of teen-agers, for best
foreign-language film; and
"Latch° Drom," a gypsy
musical;directed by Tony Gathf, for experimental film.
The National Society of
Film Critics is a 46-member
group of film critics from
magazines and newspapers
around the country.
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Shown: Alpha Gas Logs

MS40

Alpha II vent-free gas logs by Martin Gas Products are great performers. They
have all thefeatures you love about a woodfire, without the work and expense.
Because the-y're thermostatically controlled, you can select the temperature you
want them to maintain. Alpha II gas logs feature dual burnersfor beautiful,
rollingflames_ They're also A GA.design certified as vent-free gas heaters, and
they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! When you want a great performance,
you want Alpha II gas logs by Martin,

artin
c
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

afa
/
-77U48-1
'
e.

Sr

753-2571
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I

talking about money tonight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21

Postpone a trip if the weather is not
right. A second job could he the
answer to a temporary cash shortage. Pay.. hills on time to protect
your credit rating. Exercise helps
relieve tension.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Keep your schedule as uncluttered as possible. Someone you
meet in the next few days. will give
vou a great business idea. Find out
Roofing • Vinyl Siding • Concrete
more about marketing techniques.
New Construction • Home Repairs
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Although frankness has its
charms, a large rneas'ure of diplomacy is required today. Note someones reasons for certain actions.
'then issue an objective opinion. Tact
helps avert family quarrels.
Tree Trimming
AQUARIUS iJan. 2(1-Feb. 18):
Quality Service
(letting a late start this morning
Removal
Tree
0t Broihe6,
1.
Free Estimates
could mean wasted effort You may
Stump Removal
11 Hour Service
(.;EMINI (May 2 I--June 201: have to retrace your steps. AvoidN')u
Cleanup Service
falling for surface glitter. Search for
li)rning i the best time for'a heartLandscaping
true value.
Light Hauting, Etc.
your cards on the
to-bean t talk.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Hot* Trimming
not
maY
meeting
midday
A
table.
of
Line
Full
Tree Service
Yogi an expect new success in the
your
to
up
Foe
expectations—Act
Tree Spraying
Equipment
decisively in romance. Cut your fieI of real eskate or high finance.
Go ahead and make IN aVCS! Invite a
It sses.
Owned & Operatod By TIM LAMB
CAN(LR (June 21 -Jul22): good friend to lunch. Reading a critLicensed & insured
Take care rib chores at your base of ically-acclaimed novel or biography
502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
w ill prove,inspiring.
I perations. Someone reacts favor• ably to a financial suggestion.
Provocative news arn‘es this afternoon. Be careful when making
employment decision.: they will
has e long-tenn repercussions.
1,E0 link 23-Aug. 221: Good
lua is featured where empIovmenc
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
and earning.. are concerned. Mean• Clean, Dependable Cars
while. other financial dealings could
Will Build To Your Specifications!
your
Cancel
• Call Us I or Rates
prove aggravating.
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
shopping
weekend
some
do
Centers
to
plans
Entertainment
&
Furniture
Knee
if laced with a cash shortage.
•Solid Surface Counter Tops
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
502-759-9672
513 S. 12th
Romance slowly deepens. If feel*
630 N 4th St. (next to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
INC
SYSTEMS.
WALL
SOUTHERN
OF
DIVISION
A
--jittery-or rundown. opt tor a quiet
vow

CLERE
CONSTRUCTION

talking pig who herds sheep,
was named best picture of
1995 by The National Society
of Film Critics.
Nicholas Cage and Elisabeth
Shue woo for best actor and
actress for their roles in
"Leaving Las Vegas" and
Mike Figgis was named best
director for the film. Cage
plays an alcoholic and Shue, a

WHAT
MAT'

TODAY'S CHILDREN are talented hut modest. Protective of their pri‘ac. they enjoy. spending time alone. reading or painting. Count on them to
show excellent taste when choosing their companions and furnishing their
homes. Their closest friends will share their intellectual interests. Honest
and unassuming, these Capricorns make highly. respected mediators. Their
sincerity is unquestioned. their gentle candor greatly appreciated! The ideal
MX young people.
;:areer will allow them to

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5

YORK (AP) —
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Great Performances by Martin.

HOROSCOPES

Bruce

The British figures, based on
global land and sea measurements, are one of two sets of
long-term data by which surface
temperature trends are being
tracked.
The other, kept by the NASA
Goddard Institute for Space Studies in New York, shows the
average 1995 temperature at 59.7
degrees, or slightly ahead of 1990
as the warmest year since the
American record-keeping began
in 1866. That difference is within
the margin of sampling error, and
the two years essentially finished
neck and neck.

NEW

"Babe," the hit movie about a

ately. These boys certainly owe
their lives to the quick and selfless action of Mr. Harmon,"
Humphrey said.
One of the teen-agers was
listed in critical condition with
serious burns, a broken arm and a
cut on his face. The other teen
suffered less serious injuries,
Humphrey said. The boys' names
and ages were not released.
It was not clear what caused
the accident, but police believe
the car was speeding.

W•0•0•1141•0•114•S

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

born care.
This is the only perinatal home
visiting program in the Purchase
Area covering the counties of Calloway, Graves, McCracken, Fulton,
Hickman, Carlisle, and Ballard.
Other patients are seen in Marshall
County in cooperation with the
Marshall County Health Department. Our staff consists of all RNs
with maternal-child health background. The health department accepts Medicaid, Medicare, private
insurance and self-pay patients. Required services are provided regardless of ability to pay.
For more information, call the
Purchase District Perinatal Home
Visiting Program, Rhonda Howard,
R.N., at the Calloway Branch of
Purchase District Home Health,
502-753-3388.

Global warming climbs to record high

Mark Harmon rescues
teens from burning car

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOIA WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Business
(502)753-2148 Ext. 020

of the most common is pregnancy
induced hypertension, formerly
known as toxemia. Another is gestational diabetes. Besides cost reduction, the home care helps with these
and other high-risk conditions in
other ways, such as reducing stress
and increasing the mother's comfort
during medical care.
By being at home with family,
friends and neighbors, patients benefit from the readily available support system most have. Our postdelivery home visits are available,
under your physician's orders, after
hospitalizations of any length but
are especially designed for moms
with early discharges. Both mom
and baby may be assessed during
these visits within 24-72 hours of
discharge. Nurses will provide
teaching of post-delivery and new-

'Babe'
named best'
picture by
critics

sf
cct
Legends of the Fall

FREE Showtime,
All Weekend Long!
FRIDAY, JANUARY 5 SUNDAY, JANUARY 7

SHOWTIME,
Talk about exciting -

341te.
sa
Cort

Only You
SUNDAY, JANUARY 7, 1996
4:45pm City Slickers II: The
Legend Of Curly's.
Gold (P6-13)
7:00pm Stargate (P6-13)9:30pm Right To Remain Silent
11:20pm Cliffhanger (R)

FRIDAY, JANUARY 5, 1996
5:00pm Terminal Velocity
(PG-13)
7:00pm Only You (PG)
9:00pm The Cowboy Way
(PG-13)
SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1996
4:30pm Quiz Show (P6-13)
7:00pm Legends Of The Fall,(11),_
9:30pm The Shawshank
Redemption (R)
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DEAR ABBY

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
The Rev. Mickey Carpenter
Tea years ago
will speak at Sunday services at
*Calloway County Middle
First United Methodist Church.
School Math Team placed runThirty years ago
[imp in the 10th annual Regional
Members of Murray City
Math Bowl at Paducah CommunPolice Department were sworn in
ity College. Bill Miller is coach
Dec. 31 by City Judge Jake
of the team composed of Brian
Dunn. They are Brent Manning,
McClard, Scott Buchanan, Randy
Loren
James Witherspoon, John
and
chief;
Hansen, Jon Rose
M. Weeks, O.D. Warren and
Wisehart.
Pictured looking over the
James Brown, sergeants; James
M. Wells, Dale Spann, Hoyt Wilrecently published History of
Murray Woman's Club are
son, Mozelle Phillips, William H.
McDougal, Edward Knight,
Frances Galloway, History Book
James Garland and Alvin Farris,
chairman, Sadie Nell Jones, hispolicemen.
tory book committee member,
Nancy Story, Seaman Apprenand Ann Brooks, present club
president.
tice Machine Accountant with
Births reported include girl to
U.S. Navy, is stationed at Norfolk, Va. She is the daughter of
Larry and Teresa Enoch, Dec. 19;
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Story of
a girl to Harry and Cynthia MurMurray.
dock Hardjakusumah, Dec. 25; a
Births reported at Murray Hosboy to Vicki and Kari Thomas,
pital include a boy to Mr. and
Jan. 2.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Lonnie Kimbro.
Forty years ago
Donna Herndon, formerly of
Murray, is serving as one of three
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall,
mayors in the Fort Knox area
formerly of Hazel, has been
where her husband, Army Capt.
named as pastor of First Baptist
Church, Nashville, Tenn.
C.W. Herndon Jr. is stationed.
Thomas Doran, pianist, will be
M.C. Garrott writes about
"Regina Mae," seven months old
featured in a recital as piano solcoon and pet of Buddy and Mary
oist on Jan. 9th program of LynnFrank Valentine in his column,
Healy Young Artist Recital
"Garrott's Galley."
Series. A student at Northwestern
Sam Spiccland scored a holeUniversity School of Music,
Evanston, 111., he is the son of
in-one at Murray Country Club
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Doran _of
on Dec. 28. He was playing with
Murray.
J.D. Rayburn, Cook Sanders,
George Ann Upchurch and
James Rudy Allbritten, Jack
John Patterson Lester Jr. were
White, Jim Ed Diuguid and Sal
married Dec. 26 at the home of
Matarazzo.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Green
U • hurch, Mum .
were married 60 years Nov. 30.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 4, the fourth day of 1996. There are 362
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, Utah was admitted as the 45th state.
On this date:
In 1809, Louis Braille, inventor of a reading system for the blind,
was born in Coupvray, France.
In 1821, the first native-born American saint, Elizabeth Ann Sewn,
died in Emmitsburg, Md.
In 1885, Dr. William W. Grant of Davenport, Iowa, performed
what's believed to have been the first appendectomy on 22-year-old
Mary Gartside.
In 1948, Britain granted independence to Burma.
In 1951, during the Korean conflict, North Korean and Communist
Chinese forces captured the city of Seoul.
In 1960, French author Albert Camus died in an automobile accident at age 46.
In 1964, Pope Paul VI began a visit to the Holy Land as he arrived
in Jerusalem.
In 1965, poet T.S. Eliot died in London at age 76.
In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson outlined the goals of his "Great
Society" in his State of the Union Address.
In 1974, President Nixon refused to hand over tape recordings and
documents subpoenaed by the Senate Watergate Committee.
In 1987, 16 people were killed when an Amtrak train bound from
Washington to Boston collided with Conrail engines approaching from
a side track in Chase, Md.
In 1990, Charles Stuart, who claimed to have been wounded and his
wife shot dead by a black robber, leapt to his death off a Boston Harbor bridge after he himself became a suspect.
Ten years ago: Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., announced he was not running for re-election, and strongly hinted at a possible run for president
in 1988.
Five years ago: With a week and a half left before a U.N. deadline
for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait, Iraq agreed to hold its first highlevel talks with the United States since the start of the Persian Gulf
crisis.
One year ago: The 104th Congress convened, the first entirely
under Republican control since the Eisenhower era; Newt Gingrich
•
was elected speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Jane Wyman is 82. Former CIA director
William E. Colby is 76. Football Coach Don Shula is 66.

DEAR ABBY: Back in 1991, you
ran an important letter suggesting
that senior citizens "brown-bag" all
their medications and have them
reviewed by their physician or pharmacist. Please run it again. It is
more important today then ever
amidst all the confusion concerning
medications. I've enclosed a copy as
it appeared in the Syracuse PostStandard in New York.
CONCERNED
LONGTIME READER
DEAR LONGTIME READER:I
agree. It deserves to be repeated
DEAR ABBY: With the increasing concern about the problems of
the aging — confusion, loss of memory, a tendency to fall, incontinence,
etc. — geriatric experts are finding
substantial evidence that the elderly take so many prescription drugs
that their bodies are becoming vulnerable to the side effects.
Peter Lamy, assistant dean of
geriatrics at the University of Mary-.
land School of Pharmacy, says that
drug-induced illness is sometimes
written off and attributed to the
*aging process," which not only
reduces the quality of lives, but can
lead to senior citizens being prematurely sent to nursing homes.
According to Dr. Jerry Avon, professor of social medicine at Harvard
Medical School: "The efficiency of
the kidney and liver can decline
with age, hampering their ability to
excrete drugs, which in turn can
lead to a drug buildup in the body."
He also said that a drug dosage that
was safe at age 50 can be dangerous
at age 70. Many organs of the body,
from the heart to the bladder to the
brain, can undergo a change in
their sensitivity to medication.
Abby, please suggest that older

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DAILY COMICS

With a Little Bit of Luck

BLONDLE
I HAVE THESE wORK SHIRTS
THAT I USE FOR DOING
CHORES AROUND THE
HOUSE,SEE...

ALL I DID WAS USE ONE OF
MY G000 OFFICE DRESS
SHIRTS TO DO SOME
PAINTING AND SHE GOr
UPSET'

I WISH HE'D WEAR ONE OF
Ti-IOSE WORK SHIRTS TO
THE OFFICE SOMETIME

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH
+84
IP KJ 5 2
•K J
+ A 865 3

WEST
•QJ 7 2
V 86
• 10 7 5 4 3
+K9
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EAST
10 9 5 3
V 74
• Q 98 2
+ J 10 2

which defender has the king ofclubs.
The standard play is to lead toward
the queen at some point, and if East
has the king, South's troubles are
over.
The other possibility,that West
has the king, is the chief cause for
concern, and that was where South
concentrated his attention. He won
the spade lead with the king and
cashed the A-K oftrumps.Nextcame
a spade to the ace and a spade ruffin
dummy.South then cashed the A-K
ofdiamonds,thus completing all the
key preliminary steps.
With all the spades and diamonds
having been eliminated from both
hands, declarer now cashed the ace
of clubs and returned a low club
toward his queen. When East followed suit with the ten, it seemed
that South had to guess whether to
play the queen and hope East had
the king, or play low and hope West
now had the king alone.(If West had
the K-J at this stage, the party was
over.)
However, thanks to South's farsighted preparations,it did not matter which of these two situations
existed — he could cover both possibilities by playing the queen. When
West took the queen with the king,
he was forced to return a spade or a
diamond.This allowed South to discard his club loser while trumping in
dummy, and the slam came rolling
home.

persons, ()I then. caregiyers. "brow iibag" all of thejr presci I pt ion and
over-the-counter medications and
take them to their ph y siciaii or
pharmacist for analNsis of their
cumulative eflect
You would be doing your readers
a great service
ILAW111()RN.
liARR1Slit
l'A
DEAR MS. HAWTHORN:
Thank you for some valuable
suggestions that could improve
the quality of life — and possibly extend it. Dr. Robert N. Butler, renowned gerontologist and
chairman of the department of
geriatrics at Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York, has
suggested that older persons fill
all of their prescriptions at one
pharmacy, so there will be a
complete record of their medications.

DEAR ABBY: I work in a shelter
for the homeless. People who come
here need many things. Sometimes
they own little more than the
clothes on their backs.
We rely on people who are more "
fortunate to donate these items
While we appreciate all donate us,
some of the thingl% we receive are in
such bad shape they cannot he
used. I ask only that people ‘%ho
give things to chanties think about
what they give. Quantity is not as
important as quality.
A neat, fresh-looking outfit can
boost the confidence of a child ‘A ho
is going off to a new school after facing a family trauma. No one wants
to rummage through a pile of
ragged clothes trying to find something presentable to wear. The poor
cannot use old, stained clothes that
need repairs. They often lack the
means to remove spots or make the
repairs.
Used items that are in good condition can make a big difference to
those who have little and need so
much. Abby, please encourage your
readers to give the things that they
would be happy to receive were
their situations reversed.
GAILYN RYAN. ST PAI'l„ MINN.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Prescribe this.
prescribe that — every problem someone writes to you about is just another
SOUTH
opportunity for you to recommend pre4 A K6
CATHY
scription drugs or specialists.
A Q 1093
Whatever happened to common sense"
• A6
win?? now tom-"?', IRci5 HAS BEEN PUT TO 8ED,.1
LAST YEAR!
American Medical Association.
Your
IN
WITH
BUT
L'IIN6
THERE
ITS
Q 74
LAST YEAR f
Vairr 15 IT NOV4??
endorsing advice is making me sick!
A FLASHLIGHT THINKING. UP
The bidding:
LAST YEAR'
DEAR READER: Well. this "sickEXCUSES TO NOT GO TO SLEEP. South West
LAST YEAR!
North East
YOU NEVER
ness" is certainly not one that can be
Pass
Pass
3
Mr
1
ANSWERED ME
helped by medication.
5•
Pass
Pass
4 NT
Your basic position is, of course, •
6V
Pass
5 NT
Many doctors are too quick to
valid.
Opening lead — queen of spades.
write out prescriptions; most doctors
and patients would do well with infuOn many hands declarer is faced
sions of common sense, a quality in
with what appears to be a 50-50
short supply these days — it does not
chance for the contract, depending
require a prescription and does not
on where a certain card is located. If
cause side effects.
one opponent has it, he will succeed;
Nevertheless, it's important to
if the other opponent has it, he will
establish a balance between pharmafail.
cological therapy (which may be needFOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
However, a resourceful declarer
ed for serious health problemsi and
can sometimes improve on his 50-50
common sense (which, if carried too
chance, so that even if the key card
far, can turn into mere pigheaded• MINE fIREWHAT;471-1Ei.
SMALLER
ness). In my column and in my office.
is unfavorably placed, he.may still
DIFFERENCE!?
I try constantly to achieve that reasurvive.
sonable balance.
For example,take this deal where
Do people with trivial injuries and
on
only
rest
to
outcome
seems
the
)
illnesses (such as colds) need medical
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
attention and therapy? Not on your
life. When we are patient and -take
good care of ourselves, our bodies
have a phenomenal ability to cure
themselves.
36 Epochs
ACROSS
38 Richmond's
Yet, we are all familiar with people.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
St.
1 Sways
steeped in common sense, who had
40 Steep rock
7 Garbage
MUM
dangerous ailments that they ignored.
UM
42 Fishing net
12 Calm
only to suffer catastrophe. Intestinal
A MU
111
finial
Slender
45
13 Become
A
bleeding, high blood pressure. early
A iTag D A
GARFEELD
IMMO
Spoken
47
more
and heart pain (angina) are
cancer
Thicke
TV's
49
IN
A
[41
12111111100121
unfavorable
afflictions that need drug treatment.
50 Otherwise
LET'S TALK ASCOT
DIA
15 Reverse
D
52 Develop
often by specialists.
MODERATION IN
(abbr.)
OD migAMICI
54 Agave plant
ALL THINCrS...
16 Former
Therefore, before rejecting my posi55 Artificial
"Baywatch"
feeling ill over it, stand back
tion
language
Ramp Emi A kill and (and
star
o
People are living
objective.
be
56 Without end
18 Allen ID
HMO MU A
longer (and better) today in large part
59 Symbol for
19 Sommer ID
MMDMO MM
because of astonishing medical
scandium
21 Manners
61 Facial
@IIUD DPP IIDII advances. Don't deprive yourself or
22 "And — —
expressions
your family of proper medical care.
bed"
OUMM MON UMM
63 NFL team
24 Within
when appropriate, simply because of a
MOO
MMR
OUIAM
65 Attack from
(comb. form)
of beliefs you call "common sense."
set
all sides
1-4-96 C 1996 United Feature Syndicate
26 Gator's kin
too, that the concept of
Remember,
Cagiest
66
28 Cruise of
changes with each
sense
common
Model
14
upon
Chew
1-4
5
CAN/15
"Interview
Campbell
generation. What' was "common
DOWN
6 Tower of ice
with a
17 Old musical
7 Couple
sense" decades ago may be considVampire"
MALLARD FILLMORE
instrument
1 Fast aircraft
8 Fabulous bird
Storehouse
now to be simply frivolous.
ered
20 Asterisk
(abbr.)
9 Wooden
31 Large birds
Again, it's the balance that counts.
•
in
PIP"
inning
11th
23
vessels
2 Didn't exist
33 Symbol for
CAM
is He... I-Wf Flom
Because you shun medication, I am
baseball
3 Negative
10 Spacek ID
nickel
ajptioion laves
FOR My ANNUL ItoftE
sending you a free copy of my Health
(abbr)
prefix
11 "Ben Hu(
34 Walk
24 Estrada ID
Report "Consumer Tips on
star
4 Recent
W11-10
unsteadily
utiFIAPPAlu
tflEy'PE
25 Oil
Medicines." Other readers who would
saLP/do°
atANoce
consortium
corigeety flaffer)-.
a copy should send $2 plus a long,
like
(abbr.)
,eval-4fr (
Pco,
5
stamped envelope to
self-addressed,
14
27 Rude
Murray Hill Station,
2017,
Box
P.O.
UUU
I2
30 — Saannen
II
New York, NY 14056. Be sure to men32 Ws Gilbert
tion the title.
35 Biggest
15
37 Seasoning
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 25-year-old
38 Swerves
ill
Two years ago my bottom lip
female.
39 Self4
started to swell, then the whole lip
confidence
became swollen. A dermatologist took
41 Ten of
a biopsy and confirmed that I had
WI
II
II
3°
ill
outssetes.
BIm
43 -T
granulomous cheilitis. I-was treated
PEANUTS
44 Nimoy ID
with steroids, but they didn't help. I
II
ill
35
34
46 "This — Your understand this is a rare disorder. Do
Life'
A PROPER WAITER
you knottrOf any treatment?
II44
ill
41
ill
48 Yearns
38 WI
N 1 HELP YOU FEED
•
YOU
HANDS
NEVER
Morays
51
DEAR READER: You really sent
YOUR 006, CHARLIE BROWN?
II
111
II
Grieve
lil
53
46
ill
THE MENU UPSIDE
me to the books on this one. Cheilitis
57 Golf mound
00U./
is an extremely rare
granulomatosa
11iiidim
58 Medieval
11
il
11
condition of unknown cause, marked
poem
by an inflammation of the lips. It
60 Tex. time
57
62 That is
appears without warning as swelling
(Latin'ebbr )
ill
II
62
and papules (bumps) inside the lips. It
64 Neon symbol must be differentiated (by blood tests
dUUUUU
lid
and biopsy) from the cheilitis caused
by vitamin deficiency, fungus infection
and herpes. The customary therapy is
steroids (cortisone).
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DEATHS
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•

Stephen Elias (Eli) Linn

Robert(Bob) Dallas Bucy

•

The funeral for Robert (Bob) Dallas Bucy will be Friday atrilsa.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev.
Billy Turner, the Rev. Carl Alexander and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Bucy, 83, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 2, 1996, at 11:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired cattle farmer, he was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Born June 24, 1912, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Dallas Onie Bucy and Martha Della Jameson Bucy. Also preceding
him in death were two brothers, Woodrow Bucy and Allen Bucy.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Carrie Mae Smith Bucy; two
daughters, Mrs. Linda Bucy Swartz and husband, William Norman,
Basking Ridge, N.J., and Mrs. Carolyn Bucy Smallman and husband,
William Howard (Skip) II, Paducah; ope sister, 'Mrs. Mary Steele,
Murray; three grandchildren, Belinda Elizabeth Harris and husband,
Lt. Keith, Jason William Swartz and Elly Caroline Smallman; one
great-grandson, Nicholas Harris.

James Roy Copeland
James Roy Copeland, 65, Cadiz, formerly of Mayfield, died Wednesday, Jan. 3, 1996, at 6:17 p.m. at Veterans Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was retired owner of C
& C Truss Mfg., and a member of Trace Creek Baptist Church.
Three sisters, Mrs. Jeanie Elizabeth Hedge, Imogene Copeland and
Pauline Copeland, twci brothers, Coy and Willie Copeland, and his
parents, William I. Copeland and Goldie Crooks Copeland, preceded
him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Copeland Wright,
Owatonna, Minn.; two sons, James Roy Copeland II, Murray, and
William Steven Copeland, Graves County; two sisters, Mrs. Rosia
Mary Robertson, Mayfield, and Mrs. Wanda June Dinsmore, Michigan; one brother, Oscar Lee Copeland, Mayfield; four grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial will follow in Trace Creek Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Burnice Carraway Pulido
Mrs. Burnice Audry Carraway Pulido, 69, Canton, Mich., died
Tuesday, Jan. 2, 1996, at University of Michigan Hospital, Canton.
She was a member of Dearborn Church of Christ and Associates of
Michigan Christian College. Currently she was registrar for Dearborn
Schools, but had previously been a switchroom helper for Michigan
Bell at Detroint Memorial Hospital.
On Dec. 31, 1970, she was married to Pedro Pulido Jr., who died in
1978. Born March 3, 1926, at Murray, Ky., she was the daughter of
the late Thomas Ocus Carraway and Essie Howlett Carraway.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Joyce Silagy and husband.
John, Canton, Mich., and Mrs. Cheri Sasena and husband, James, Milford, Mich.; three sisters, Mrs. Wilma Byers, Hardin, Ky., Mrs. Fannie
Mac Bowen, Ypsilanti, Mich., and Mrs. Rhedi. Steele, Sebring, Fla.;
two brothers, Thomas Carraway, Baltimore, Md., and Hugh Carraway,
Richmond, Va.; seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Pawlus
Funeral Home, 45100 W. Warren, Canton, Mich. Glenn Martin of
Dearborn Church of Christ will officiate. Burial will follow in Cadillac Memorial Gardens West.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society.

HOG MARKET
I. corral suite Market ‘ews Ser.ice Jan. 4, 19%
Purt hase Area 116g Markel Report Includes 3
.mgS14ltuns Receipts: Act.0 Est 325 Barrows& Gilts
c4.1 higher Sows unevenly steady
539.00.39.50
I s 1.2 230-250 lbs.--_
$36.00-38.50
I S 1.2 210-230 lbs._-S38.50.39.00
1 s 2-3 230-260 lbs
S37.50-311,-50
S 3-4 260.270 lbs_

Invevtinents Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Chg

Dovk Jones Ind. A
. .+23.85
Previous Close
3194.07
Air Products
55 + 1/4
A T & T
681/4 • 1/4
- Bell South
4531i + 1/2
Briggs & Stratton
443/1 + 1/1
Bristol Myers Squibb 845/s + 3/4
('BT Corp. Ky.' ...... 22 B 23 A
Chrysler ..............
....56 + 1/4
Dean Foods
273/4 + 1/1
Exxon
811/4 +
Ford Motor
291/2 - 'Is
General Electric
73'/a + 1/4
General Motors
52 +
Goodrich
701/2 • 'Is
Goodk ear
44 • Vs
I II M
873/s - Isis
Ingersoll Rand
-373/4
K-Mart
73/4 + 1/4
K U Energy
301/4 + 1/s
Kroger
373/s unc
L G & E
423/1 + 5/10
Mattel
33 + 3/s
11cDonalds
461/s + 5/s
Merck
63/4 + 3/s
J.C. Penney.
481/2 1/4
Peoples First
221/2 B 23'14 A
Quaker Oats
381/s + 1/s
Schering•Plough.......... 54'11 + l'Is
Sears
401/2 +
Texaco
781/4 + 1/4
-Time Warner
393/s + 1/2
UST
34 • 1/4
Wal-Mart
,241/s + 5/s

Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lbs.---.....
US 1.3 30.400 lba
526-50-27.50
US 1.3 400-525
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
-.S31.00-35.00
US 2-3 300-511 lbs.--$25.00-26.011
Boars 321.50-22.I0

Stephen Elias (Eli) Linn, 16,
Benton, died Tuesday. Jan. 2,
1996, at 4:11 p.m. His death was
from injuries sustained in a twocar accident on U.S. 641 north of
Benton.
A junior at Marshall County
High School, he was Percussion
Section Leader of Marshall
County High School Marching
Marshall's Band. He was a member of Marshall County Law
Enforcement Explorers, Boy
Scout Troop 77 at Murray, and
Hardin Church of Christ. He was
also named to Who's Who of
American High School Students.
One sister, Samantha Renee
Linn, his grandfather, John R.
Linn, and great-grandparents, Ian
Erwin, Arlie Ray Linn, and Frank
and Ola Darnall preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his father
and stepmother, Steve and Betsy
Linn, and his mother and stepfather, Deidre and Barry Guthrie,
two sisters, Hannah Lejean
Guthrie and Casey Elizabeth
Linn, all of Benton; grandparents,
Terrell and Barbara Darnall,
Hardin, Verenda and Bob Johnson, Benton, Joyce Banister,
Cadiz, and Jeritza Guthrie, Hazel;
great-grandparents, Rozzell Linn,
Paducah, A.B. and Emma Jean
Rhea, Benton, Irene Erwin, Hardin, and Mildred Guthrie and Ruth
Knight, Hazel; several aunts,

• Hokard Lyons is a market maker alibis
stock
UNC - once unchanged

uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. at Benton Church of Christ.
Mark Hurt, John Hicks and Chris
Perkins will officiate. Burial will
follow in Pace Cemetery, Hardin.
Friends may call at Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
The body will be taken to the
church at noon Friday for visitation until the funeral hour.
Memorials may take the form
of contributions to the Eli Linn
Band Scholarship Fund, c/o
Annette Rezek, Bank of Benton,
Benton, KY 42025.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Lorene Wells Ray will be today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. William B. Miller will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Lee Hopkins, Gerald Coles, Max Dodd,
Gerald Walker, Tim Coles, James Rose and James Cook. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Ray, 77, North 18th Street, Murray, died Monday morning,
Jan. 1, 1996, at Scriggs Memorial Hospital, San Diego, Calif.

William Veron Crowe, 84, Jackson, Tenn., grandfather of Sheila
Sullivan of Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 31, 1995, at Veterans Hospital
at Memphis, Tenn.
He served in the U.S. Army 117th Infantry, 30th Division, retiring
with the rank of major. After military service, he was a lieutenant with
the Tennessee Highway Patrol for several years. At his death, Mr.
Crowe had been employed by Shelby County as a delinquent tax collector, serving for 25 years.
Mr. Crowe had been active in many areas of the community including the American Legion, serving as a past commander. He was a
32nd degree Scottish Rite Mason and Shriner and was the former
Shelbi chairman of the Memphis Cotton Carnival.
He was the son of the late Pacey Crowe and Gillie Horton Crowe.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Flora Hillard Crowe; two sons,
James Crowe and wife, Vickie, and Dr. William Crowe, all of Memphis, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Sheila Sullivan of Murray, Gram and
Duane Crowe of Toronto, Canada, and Eric Crowe of Memphis.
Funeral rites were Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Jackson, Tenn. Burial
was in Hollywood Cemetery there.

Lumber&Buildiiq
Buyer's Special

DUCT TAPE
DUCT TA

Mrs. Velma Wadkins Mullinax, 71, Benton, died Wednesday. Jan.
3, 1995, at 5:10 a.m. at Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Her husband, Jessie James Mullinax, and two brothers, Paul S.
Wadkins and Emmanuel Forrest Wadkins, preceded her in death. She
was the daughter'of the late William H. Wadkins and Hattie Robertson
Wadkins.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Betty June Sargent, Calvert
City; one son, David Mullinax, Dexter; two grandchildren, Christy
Mullinax and Kylie Mullinax, Dexter.
Graveside services were today at 11 a.m. at Maple Hill Cemetery in
Marshall County. Lake Riley officiated.
Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of
arrangements.

Accomplice will identify
killer of Jordan's father
Attorney Johnson Britt said.
The body was found in a South
Carolina creek on Aug. 3, more
than a week after the slaying.
The defense insisted that the
prosecution's case is not credible
and that Green was not at the
killing.
"Our client is innocent,"
defense lawyer Angus Thompson
said. "He did not kill James Jordan or any other person on July
23, 1993."
Prosecutors later called the
basketball star's brother, Larry
Jordan, to identify jewelry his
father wore. The items, including
two National Basketball Association rings, were found in Green's
house after his arrest, prosecutors
said.
On cross-examination, defense
lawyer Woodberry Bowen questioned the elder Jordan's character, asking Larry Jordan if he
knew whether his father had a
girlfriend or had been named in a
paternity lawsuit. The son said he
did not know.
The judge later told Bowen
that he could not continue the
line of questioning because it was
irrelevant and that Larry Jordan
had been called solely to identify
the jewelry.

Reg. 3.29
You know that your CHILDREN wOuld do anything they could for
1
"

yOu. But you also know that you always want to be able to take,care of
yourself-physically and financially.

Multi-Purpose

John Hancock's LONG-TERM CARE insurance policy can help.

Fiberglass Insulation

NI The policy can Provide flexible options for nursing home care,
home care, assisted living, and adult day care.

BUDGETBARN

IIII John Hancock can help to assure that,if you ever need it, you'll be
able to receive quality care wherever you need it, without depleting
your LIFE SAVINGS. .

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door

II And,perhaps most importantly,it lets you maintain the DIGNITY
and independence you deserve.

8;8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

Because while you know your kids would give you anything, you
don't want them to have to. Find out how John Hancock can help.

s750 $950 $1,150

502-753-4751

*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*
LTC-94 LTC2

Treas Lumber Do-it Center

The options are explained, simply and clearly, in
"Planning for long-term health care. "To receive your
FREE BOOK, just complete this coupon and return to
our address below and an agent will contact you.

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
VISA =4.
759-1390
- Your Home investment Company Since 1884

-

Name

Monday-Friday 7:30-6; Saturday 8-4
Saki Prices Good at Murray Store

Only, • Other

Address
City '
Phone

Locataoss: Benton & Lake City

HIWARD
LYONS

Ashes from the great Yule log, were once saved throughout the year because they were supposed to
guard the house from fire and lightning. They were also thought to have power to heal wounds and to
make fields fertile.
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Mrs. Velma Wadkins Mullinax ,

You Know That Your Kids
Would Do Anything For You,
Why Make Them have To?
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Charles Virgil Knott, 84, Rt. 4, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 3,
1996, at 5:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Born March 5, 1911, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Procter L. Knott and Murray Elizabeth Stimpson Knott. One
sister, Sybil Barrow, and one brother.-Luton Knott, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hikka Pauline Barnes Knott, to
whom he was married on March 13, 1937; one son. Charles Stephen
Knott and wife, Patty, Rt. 4, Murray; one grandson, Charles Eric
Knott, Rt. 1, Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Elkins, Dover, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Reva Lynn and husband, Oscar, Paducah; six brothers, Roy
Knott and wife, Cozy, P.L. Knott and wife, Eva, and Jessie Knott, all
of Paducah, Willard Knott and wife, Callie, Hardin, Elbert Knott and
wife, Aline, Dover, Tenn., and James Lee Knott, Michigan.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Billy Turner and the Rev. Randy Kuykendall will officiate. Music will be by the Sinking Spring Church Choir
with John Ray as leader and Fay Ray as pianist. Burial will follow in
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

LUMBERTON, N.C. (AP) Lawyers for the man accused of
killing Michael Jordan's father
attacked the victim's character
and told jurors that the prosecution's key witness, a former codefendant, can't be trusted.
Larry Demery, who pleaded
guilty in April, will identify
Daniel Green as the trigger man
in the 1993 robbery and murder,
a prosecutor said Wednesday in
opening statements.
Defense lawyers countered that
jurors should regard Demery's
testimony with suspicion because
he is trying to get a lighter
sentence.
Green, 21, and Demery, 20,
were charged with first-degree
murder, armed robbery and conspiracy to commit robbery. Green
faces a possible death sentence if
convicted. Demery also could be
sentenced to death.
James Jordan, 57, was killed as
he napped in his Lexus after stop-.
ping along a highway during a
post-midnight drive from Wilmington to Charlotte.
When Jordan awoke from the
nap, "Daniel Green, with Larry
Demery standing beside him,
pointed the gun inside the car"
and pulled the trigger, District
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